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News In Brief

Questions
arise over
Collins'
fuel tax
proposal

Cincinnatian given 50 years
for selling 2-year-old daughter
COVINGTON.Ky.(AP) — A judge rejected pleas for leniency
for-a Cincinnati man convicted of selling his 2-year-old daughter
for use in pornographic films and imposed a prison term 10 years
longer than a jury-had recommended.
The Kenton County Circuit jury that convicted Michael David
Earls. 28, had called for a 40-year sentence. But Judge Raymond
Lape ruled Monday that Earls was a persistent felony offender
*and sentenced him to 50 years.

MR

Earls was found guilty of allowing the use of a minor in a sexual
act. His sentence also covered his convictions for promoting prostitution. trafficking in food stamps and receiving stolen property
worth more than $100.
Earls again denied all the charges at his sentencing. Defense
lawyers said an appeal will be filed.
Mark Bubenzer, one of Earls'lawyers, had asked Lape to be lenient in sentencing. Bubenzer said Earls had a "strong relationship" with his daughter and that he was plagued with a drug
problem.
"For the court to enhance that sentence even more, based upon
his prior record, would be unfair to Mr. Earls," Bubenzer said.
Authorities said that when Earls was arrested last November,
he was on parole in Hamilton County, Ohio,for convictions for aggravated robbery, aiding and abetting armed bank robbery and
jail escape. Cincinnati and Hamilton County are across the Ohio
River from Covington. •
"I think the jury spoke ,loudly and clearly in respect to what
they thought about Mr. Earls and his activities. That should be
used as a barometer in setting a sentence, and I think Judge Lape
did that." said Don Buring, the Kenton County commonwealth's
attorney.

Prom staff. AP reports

The south aide of the building phows the bulk of the damage.

An early morning fire at the
Murray Discount Pharmacy,
located on Whitnell and Glendale. Road. gutted the south end
of the pharmacy early Tuesday
morning.
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'''CLOUDY
Tonigt* Partly cloudy.
Low in the lower to mid 70s.
Southwestwind 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday: Partly sunny
with a 30 percent_ chance of
thunderstorms.
Extended Forecast
- ,The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for partly cloudy skies
with temperatures near
seasonal norroals. The highs
will be mostly in the 80s with
lows in the 80s.
LAKE LEVELS.
Kentucky Lake
359.3
Barkley Lake
359.3

Staff photos by David Tuck

Pharmacy
destroyed
by blaze

Undercover agents who said they were investigating illicit trafficking in food stamps in northern Kentucky arrested Earls and
his girlfriend, Tonya Tackett, then 18, last Nov. 1. Kentucky sate
agents said they met with the- couple that day and paid Earls
$3,000 in exchange for use of his daughter, Kimberly, for an
unspecified time. Other officers then arrested the pair nearby.
Lape gave Ms. Tackett, a mother of three, a suspended fouryear jail term on July 1 after a psychologist and a drug counselor
said she is making progress toward reforming her life.
Ms. Tackett, from Cincinnati, had pleaded guilty to reduced
charges of using a minor in a sexual performance, facilitation in
promoting prostitution and facilitation in receiving stolen property worth more than $100. She agreed to testify against Earls.

W.4SH/NGTON — As the budget deadlock on Capitol Hill drags
on. President Reagan and the top congressional Democrats and
Republicans were meeting privately at the White House to try to
break the impasse.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan says the United States is
the target of "acts of war" in the form of terrorism from five
countries ruled- by "the strangest collection of misfits, looney
tunes and squalid criminals since the advent of the Third Reich."
BANGKOK, Thailand — U.S. Secretary of State George Shultz
flies to the Thai-Cambodian border to demonstrate support for
Caml3odian resistance groups fighting the Vietnamese occupation of their -country.
MEXICO CITY — The Institutional Revolutionary Pak',
claiming a sweeping victory in national elections, is
demonstrating once again its remarkable grip on the power that
keeps it entrenched from the smallest villages to the presidency.
SAN JOSE, Costa Rica
A- rising tide of refugees from
Nicaragua. is putting enormous social and economic strains on
neighboring Costa Rica.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — She was wealthy and in her 30s when she
died, but her teeth were worn because her diet Included too much
sand and an oral infection probably caused her a lot of pain. She
"wasn't a Cleopatra," but she may have turned at least sorng
heads in Egypt 2,300 years ago.
KIBBUTZ MIZRA, Israel — If Orthodox religious leaders get
their way, no little piggies will go to market in Israel any more.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan's proposal to eliminate
the income tax deduction for money Americans pay in state and
local taxes is generating the biggest uproar from those who appeaf likely to lose the most.
NEW ORLEANS — Appellate judges who ruled that Louisiana's never-enforced 1981 law requiring the teaching of creationism in schools where evolutionism is taught failed to realize
that evolution "also is a religious belief," says a former state
senator who sponsored the law.

25 CENTS

A portion of the gutted interior.

Firemen were called to the
scene shortly after 1 a.m. and
remained at the scene until 6:30
a.m. today. The fire is believed
to have started in the roof of the
south end of the building, according to a fire department report.
The south end and roof the
building were engulfed in flames
when firemen arrived at the
scene, and it is suspected that
the fire's ignition involved insulation mat in the roof.
There were no injuries involved in the fire, which destroyed
most of the merchandise in the
pharmacy which was located in
the south end of the building.
Officials were still on the
scene early today, working
through the rubble • trying to
determine the fire's origin.

When Gov. Martha Layne Collins released her education and
road improvement plan on June
12, she recommended a motor
fuels tax increase of five cants
per gallon. The riicrease would
generate an additional $100
million annually to the Road
Fund.
Greg I4igdon, D-Fancy Farm,
state senator from Kentucky's
first senatorial district, wants tp
know more about how the extra
tax money will be used.
He said he has a three-fold
concern.
{Will the additional funds go
back to individual cities and
counties for repair and not new
construction?
He .agrees
philosophically . with more
money for road imnrovements.
{What will. be the 'economic
competitive impact on West
Kentucky counties bordering
Tennessee? .
Will the increase affect diesel
fuel iirices?
Higdon said he
wants to be sure there is no further damage to the trucking industry. Truckers' operating expenses were - Increased in 1982
with the Weight-Distance Tax.
As the Road Fund is set up by

-Kentucky statutes. 455 percent
goes to Rural Secondary. CounLy
Road Aid and Municipal Aid programs. The remainder- of the
fund pays _for _construction _and
maintenance of state-owned
roads.
Receiving its 22.2 percent road
fund share, the Rural Secondary
Program provides construction.
reconstruction and maintenance
of state-owned secondary and
rural highways. The formula
used to determine each county's
allocation divides the. program's
funds into fifths.
One-fifth is distributed equally
among Kentucky's 120 counties
Another fifth is determined by
(Cont'd on page 2)

Former CBS correspondent
featured university speaker
By MELINDA WIGGINTON
Staff Wfiter
Where does it begin? Where
does it end?
Those are - questions about
Latin America that David Dick,
former CBS correspondent, asked the Governor's Scholars at
Murray State University last
night.
In 1978, Dick established the
CBS News South American
Bureau in Caracas, Venezuela.
He covered the Jonestown
tragedy in Guyana and has been
on special combat assignments
in Nicaragua, El Salvador,

Argentina and Lebanon.
Dick suggested that students
might relate Latin lAmerica to
"West Side Story" or to a sombrero gathering dust on the door
of their closet.
Latin America,.Dick explain-'
ed. "begins and ends with us.
We are all parts of the Main,
which is the Western
Hemisphere.
"It seems sometimes to me as
if we have invented patriotism
and taken away all patent
rights," said Dick.
(Cont'd on page 14)

Crass urging local residents
to contact state legislators
• Support for Governor Martha
they started receiving calls. We
Layne Collins' education
hope you will-call your legislator
package is coming from all
or other legislators, and ask
sideS, bill the Prichard Commityour friends to •call too."
tee for Academic Excellence_ is
A toll-free telephone number
worried that there is not enough
has been set up for local
support coming from the public.
residents all across Kentucky to
Jo Crass, who took over the
call their legislators.
helm from Mary Jane Littleton
1-800-372-7181.
as the Prichard Committee's
,This week Crass and another
local representative, was convolunteer, Joan Weber intend to
tacted last week about the lack
call up each of the local
of support from the publics
, residents who attended last
In the letter, it stated
year's Town Forum and _relay
"Legislators say they aren't getthe above message and
Wig phone calls supporting the
telephone number, urging local
Governor's education program-or education in general. It's time (Cont'd on page 14)

Fritorthallasessilisseeessisime-

DRIVE-IN — Murray Public Works Street Department employee
Thomas Clendennen swept the glass from the front of Rudy 's
Restaurant on the square after a traffic mishap Tuesday morning. Olen Garland, 77, Murray. had-attempted to pull into a parking space in front of the restaurant, owned by Johnny MeCage.
when the accident occurred.
staff
photo by David Teri
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Tl'ESDAY,

Seven criminal cases are brought before
Circuit Judge Lassiter in Calloway court
*John Thomas Sanders
A total of seven criminal cases
were heard Monday in Calloway pleaded guilty to possession of
Circuit Court during the first drug paraphernalia, possession
day of criminal jury trials this of, Schedule I,.non-nareotie conweek. Of the eight cases brought trolled substance (marijuana
before Circuit Judge James over five pounds), possession of
La,ssiter, seven of the defen- Schedule I, non-narcotic conrolldants pleaded guilty, with some ed substance (marijuana under
of the guilty pleas entered on eight ounces). Sentencing set for
July 26.
ammended charges.
•Albert Heiss pleaded guilty
Criminal trials in Calloway
Circuit Court are scheduled to to first degree wanton
continue this week, according to
the circuit clerk's office.
Those cases that were heard
Monday were as follows —
•Michael S. Mageo pleaded
guilty to receiving stolen property over $100-three counts and
criminal conspiracy to commit
crime of setaining stolen
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
vehicles-two counts. Two years
Here is a brief look at the major
probation ordered in lieu of, conmeasures introduced during the
current, two year jail sentence
1985 special session of the
In state penitentiary and one
General Assembly.
year jail sentence in county jail.
— Senate Bill 1: Remove
&Lagoa was credited with serv—
ing six months in jail. '
residency requirements for
Michael S. Mageo pleaded
police and firefighters in cities
guilty to third degree burglary. of the second through fifth
one count and theft of property
classes and urban-county
over $100.'Two years probation
governments. Referred to
ordered in lieu of, concurrent, Senate State Government
two year sentences in the state
Committee.
penitentiary for each count.
— Senate Joint Resolution 6: A
•Joseph William Beard, Jr.
resolution ordering the governor
pleaded guilty to possession of
to proceed with planning for a
_drug paraphernalia, ammended
new prison and include funding
charge of possession of Schedule
for it in the next biennial budget
I, non-narcotic controlled
Referred to Senate Stat.(
substance (marijuana — over
Government Committee.
five pounds) and possession of
— SJR7: Create a guberSchedule II, narcotic controlled
natorial Commission on
substance (cocaine). Sentencing
Vocational-Technical Education
set for July 26.
to develop a plan for improve•James Franklin Hargrove
ment that will be introduced in
pleaded not guilty to second
the 1986 regular session. Referdegree assault, possession of a
red to Senate Education
handgun by a convicted felon
Committee.
and persistent felony offender
charges. A trial by jury was set
— SJR8: Lift the 3 percent cap
for December 2.
on salary increases for universi•Michael Jackson pleaded
ty personnel in the 1985-86 fiscal
guilty to theft under $100. One
year:Referred to Senate Educayear jail sentence ordered with
tion Committee.
11 months probated and 30 days
— House Bill 1: Provide imto serve, $500 fine imposed and
munity for local school board
restitution to be paid.
members for their discretionary
•Jimmy Stubblefield pleaded
acts. Referred to House Educaguilty to theft under $100.
tion Committee.
Sentenced to one year jail with
— HB2:'Appropriate an addi11 months probated and 30 days
tional $8.3 million for the
to serve and previous probation .Department for Social
Services
extended to January 14, 1988.
in fiscal year 1985-86 for juvenile

endangerment-five counts.
Sentencing set for July -26.
•Bob Baldwin pleaded guilty
to assault in the fourth degree.
Sentenced one year jail with 11
months probated and 30 days to
serve with stipulations in the
sentence to include mandatory
attendance at A.A. meetings for
one year, unable to carry a
firearm for two years and
restitution to be made.

a

Major legislative points
from first day reviewed

ATTEND CIVITAN CONVENTION • Wayne and LWy Williams of Murray Civitan Club chats with Civitan
International President Jim Yost (center) of Tampa, Florida. The 65 annual international meeting was
held at the Opryland Hotel in Nashville. The Williams'and some 2,000 other CivItans and their families
attended the convention
ieh-ran from-duly 34. Also attending-from Murray were Prentice and Lillian
Dunn.

Fuel tax...
(Cont'd from page 1)
comparing each county's rural
population to the total state
rural population. A third fifth is
allocated according to each
county's rural road mileage as
compared to the total amount of
rural road miles in the state.
Counties receive the remaining
two-fifths on the basis of how
their number of rural square
miles of land compares to the
state's total number of rural
square miles.
Calloway County currently
receives $387,925 from the Rural
Secondary fund. The additional
five-cent tax will increase that
total to1596.780.
Funds for the County Road
Aid Program, which equal 15.6
percent of the Road Fund, are
given directly to the counties for
maintenance of county-owned
roads and bridges. Funds are
allocated by the same formula
used under the Rural Secondary
Program. and are administered
by the county's fiscal court.

Calloway County now receives
$299,559 from County Road Aid
funding. With the proposed tax
hike, it would get $460,834.
The Municipal Aid Program
provides money to help Kentucky's city governments meet
their responsibility for city
street systems. These funds are
given directly to the city and are
administered by the mayor and
city council or commission.
This includes all incorporated

cities, and unincorporaed urban
areas with a population of 2,500
or more. These funds make up
6.7 percent of the Road Fund and
are allocated According to each
city or4 unincorporated urban
area's population as compared
to the total population of cities
and unincorporated urban areas
in the state.
Murray receives $90,398 at the
present tax rate. If the pickel-agallon tax is accepted, that
amount will become $139,066.

Authorities currently conducting
investigation of golf course incident
Authorities are currently conducting an investigation into the
vandalism of the Frances E.
Miller:Memorial Golf Course
this past weekend. A total of
about $285 worth of damage was
reported to the golf course
located off Highway 280 East,
according to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
It is the third time, since the
golf course began operation,
that vandalism there has been

reported to the sheriff's department. The damage is believed to
have been done sometime between 8 and 12 p.m. Friday.
Destroyed were ,10 golf tee
markers valued at $20, a $25 flag
stick, a $15 bridge hand railing,
a drinking fountain waterline
valued at $5, several small trees
valued at $160 and two golf hole
green areas were also torn up,
according to Buddy Hewitt.

ii

protection services. Referred to
House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
— HB3: Omnibus corporate
tax bill. Referred to House A&R
Committee.

ti
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— HB4: 5-cent per gallon increase in the gasoline tax.
Referred to House A&R
Committee.

ki
Pi

- HB5: Appropriate funding
for the special session. Referred
to House A&R.
— HB6: Omnibus education
package. Referred to House
Education Committee.

Sc

PI
House Concurrent Resolution
5: The appropriations measure
for the education package.
Referred to House A&R
Committee.

PT
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a
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Correction
• Due to incorrect information
supplied to the Ledger 8z Times
by the Central Regional Office of
St. Jude's Children's Research
Hospital, Nancy Meloan will not
be chairing a Bike-A-Thon in
Murray, but rather a RunThrough-The-Park.
According to Meloan, the
event sponsored by Epsilon
Sigma Alpha, will be held
August 31. It will feature a 5K
and 10K run.
Meloan said registration
blanks will be distributed in the
community in the near future.
For more information, contact
Nancy Meloan at 753-0387.
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Settle-Workman, Co.Summer Clearance Sale Biggest Ever
Ladies Dept.
/
1
2 OFF
1/2 OFF
/
1
2
Price
All Ladies Summer Dresses
.
All Ladies Sportswear
All Ladies Summer Purses

OFF

/
1
2
All Ladies Shorts

OFF
All Ladies Short Sleeve Blouses
.

1 Group

1/2

Ladies Summer
Palamas & gowns

1

Price
/
1
2 Price
All Girl's Shorts & Tops

Price

All Boy's Short Sleeve Shirts & Shorts 2T thru 20
All Boy's Suits, infant thru size 14
1/2 Price

/
1 2 Price

/
1 2 Price

All Boy's & Girl's Dress & Casual,
Shoes

20% OFF
All Men's Suits, Sportcoats &
Blazers
.
,

All Men's Short Sleeve .& Short
Leg Pajamas

1/2 Price

20% OFF

All Men's Summer
Dress Slacks

All Men's Poly-Cotton

.._

1 2 Price
/
All Men's Swimwear

.

All Men's Poly Cotton & Knit Short
Sleeve Shirts. Small thru X-Large

/
1 2 Price
One Gtoup Men's Dress

Shoes

.
.

.

/
1 2 Price
One Group Men's Jogging
.
Shoes .

,

Re
na
pa

to
eni

1

Sig
WT

All Men's Summer Dress
Straw Hats

/
1 2. Price
/
1
2 Price

Men's Poly Cotton Jumpsuit
Reg. 19.99

ca
Mi
Se
wt

/
1
2 Price

20% OFF
NOW 14.99

Cc
R(
Wi
MI
Cl
TI
se

-

Month Sizes infant
Wear

Casual Slacks

..

a
ce

50% OFF -

All Men's Walking and
- Jogging Shorts

All Men Dress Caps

50% OFF

tir

All Girl's Summer Gown
4T thru 14 years

ens Dept.

/
1 2 OFF

All Ladies Short Sleeve
Cotton Dresses

20% OFF

All. Bo s & Girl's Swimwear
it

20% OFF

el,
tu

All Ladies Grasshopper &
Keds'Canvas Shoes

/
1 2 Price

Sizes 2T thru 14 years

PI

/
1
4 Price

All Ladies Summer Dress
Shoes & Sandals
Chil ren's Depts.

/
1
2

•

,

flu

.

ye'
wil

1

an,
an,

All Men Short Sleeve
Summer Dress Shirts

1/2

Price

All Men's Canvas Shoes
By Keds & Converse

Settle-Workman
Across from
Bank of Murray

ALL SALES FINAL
NO EXCHANGESNO REFUNDSNO ALTERATIONS

0
.
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PERSPECTIVE
candidate for president.
A lot of Americans would
say he has not been punished
enough.
Fo; another thing, remorse
can be feigned. Sirhan said he
was willing to say anything if
it would get him his release.
"I'm anxious to please .you."
he told the chairman of the
Parole Board, "so tell me the
answer you want to hear, and
I will give it to you."
Such statements cast doubt
on his sincerity.
The chairman of the Parole
Board said Sirhan does not
comprehend the enormity of
his crime. Even if he did comprehend it, that would not be
sufficient cause to set him
free. His time in prison does
not balance out the terrible
damage he has done to the
country. Deputy District Attorney Larry Trapp has it
right. He said: "I personally
think he probably never
should get out. Whether that's
legally acceptable remains to
be seen."
So far, keeping Sirhan
prison has been found legally
acceptable. Sirhan originally
was sentenced -to die but was
saved when Ciiilifornia's death
penalty law w'at struck down.
The board voted to transfer
Sirhan . to a less restrictive
prison. That 'is consideration
enough.

looking back
Ten years ago
Elected as new officers of
Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross are
Holmes Ellis, David Dickson,
Lester Nanny. and Sid Easley.
Nancy Rhea Hart, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. James C. Hart,and
Gaylord R.M. Forrest, son of
Capt. (USN ret.) and Mrs.
Gaylord Forrest, received
degrees from Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Tenn.
A special feature story on the
Poison Control Center at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital with Willard Ails, pharmacist, in charge is published.
The story was written by Nanci
Peterson.

Church, San Antonio, Texas,
spoke at meeting of WMU of
Blood River Baptist Association
held at First Missionary Baptist
Church, Benton, yesterday.
Eighty-six trophies were
presented to winners at-1ln
Swim Meet held at Oaks Swim
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Watson
and children, ban, David and
Yvette,- and their niece, -Jackie
Watson, have returned home
after a 15 days' trip to World's
Fair at New York City. They
also visited many scenic and
historical places of interest
enroute.
Thirty years ago
Gene Pell, Boy Scout from
Paducah, spoke at a meeting of
Max H. Brandon, cashier at
the Murray Rotary Club held at
Peoples Bank, recently as
Murray Woman's Club House.
elected president of West KenHe was introduced by George
tucky Chapter of Bank AdHart who was in charge of the
ministration Institute represenprogram.
ting 33 banks in the area.
The Rev. Bill Clark Thomas
M.V. Boggess was honored at
will be the evangelist at a
a dinner at his home on July 6 in
revival meeting at New Mt.
celebration of his 75th birthday.
Carmel Baptist Church, accorTwenty years ago
ding to the Rev. D.W. Billington,
Elected officers of Calloway
pastor.
County Chapter of American
Recent births reported at
Red Cross were James C.
Murray Hospital include a girl
Williams, Lester Nanny, Mrs.
to Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn DickerMorrison C. Galloway and
son, girl to Mr. and Mrs. BobCharles Hale. Elizabeth
by Lawrence and a girl to Mr.
Thomason is executive
and Mrs. Woodrow Herndon.
secretary.
Miss Verda Rema Head and
A small brown spider is the
James Benjamin Happy were
cause of some concern here in
married July 1 at First Christian
Murray and Calloway County.
Church, Tupelo, Miss.
Several people have bee bitten —
Mrs. Cordelia Erwin Hurst,
with painful results. It is in " missionary to Korea, spoke at a
layman's term, the Brown
meeting of Woman's Society of
Recluse spider.
Christian Service* of First
The Rev. Lawrence Chu, a
Methodist Church held on Juty 3.
native of Canton, China, now
She was introduced by Mrs. V.E.
pastor of Chinese Baptist
Windson, president of WSCS.

'num A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of

general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.

Miiiray Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON. Publisher
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
DAVE REEVES. Advertising Manager
BOB TAyLOR, Classified Manager
ALICE ROUSE. Business Office Manager
The Murray Ledger & Times ISIS ;WS 7041 ,

The Murray 1.edger & Times is published twiny

fteruoon e‘i ent Sunda - I
ly 4, Christmas Day, New Yt ..trs Day and ThankagQ ing
\Int 1.1
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at ?Autrey. Ky 42071
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.The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to iww a origatai:
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Ledger & Times.
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gprrott's galley

Sirhan's request for parole
To hear a prison psychiatrist describe him, Sirhan
Sirhan, the killer of Robert
Kennedy, is just about the
mostg agreeable person
around.
Sirhan is "pleasant," "cooperative,"" well,orientede""in'
has
been "an eikaiiipIalTinmate,"
the psychiatrist said.
Sirhan has served 17 years
in prison, longer than some
other murderers. He says that
he is a changed man, that he is
not the same person who
killed Kennedy.
But he is the same person.
who killed Kennedy. The fact
thatte speaks pleasantly and
obeys prison rules changes
nothing. The decision of the
California Parole Board to
keep Sirhan in prison was
proper.
Living in an institution
sometimes changes people.
Killers can become model
prisoners. Rehabilitation is
possible.
Acceptable behavior by a
prisoner, however, isn't the
main consideration. For one
thing, a prisoner doesn't earn
his freedom merely by having
a change of heart. Prison is
for punishment as well as rehabilitation. The question isn't
merely Sirhan's frame of
mind now but whether he has
been punished enough for
murdering a U.S. senator and

TUESDAY, JULY 9, 1985

by m.c. garrott

'Celebrating the 4th along with 925,000
underneath St. Louis' Gateway Arch
They celebrate the 4th of July
quently was awful. So it was movfunnel cakes, egg rolls, shish
In a big way in St. Louis. For five
ed' up and combined with the
kebabs.
pita
sandwiches,
years now, it has been,with
FoL.14ii
.
ir
July celebration.
Hungarian goulas and scores of
.fdtzr-rfay crierer—riztrern
sday, we were among
othe,r exotic delicacies. A dollar
entertainment, exotic foods and
the 925,000 people at the fair's
bought you a generous helping of
capped with one of the most
opening activities beneath and
just about anything.
tremendous fireworks displays
near the Gateway Arch. It was
In one area, there was a booth
you'll ever see.
our first time to attend it as a fair,
manned by every nationality in
When we lived in St. Louis —
and we enjoyed every minute of
the world, I guess, each serving
some 18 years ago — we occathe day.
native dishes cooked right there
sionally went downtown the after•••
in their booth. Polish, Korean,
noon of the Fourth to see the
They had three big stages set
Vietamese, German. French,
fireworks display. The major
up with concerts — all free — by
Italian, Green, Cuban, Japanese.
department stores combined
singer Ray Charles, trumpeter
Chinese . and on and on. You
resources to sponsor it, and it was
Doc Severinsen and'singer Liza
would have to had been there a
a biggie — but that was just about
Minnelli scheduled, one on each
week just to sample them ail!
all there was, the fireworks.
of three of the days.
•••
Two or three hundred thousand
On half a dozen other stages
For me, the greatest thrills oi
people would be there on the
stragetically located throughout
the day were the air ShoW at midbanks of the Mississippi to watch
the mile-long area were country
day and the thunderous fireworks
the rockets and aerial bombs,
western, rock, blues, jazz and
display at the day's end.
fired from a barge in the river,
other bands of that tempo conIn the air show was the world's
explode in the air.
stantly performing.
largest airplane, the smallest jet,
The celebration is much bigger
All kinds of other things also
the "Coors Bullet"
the
now — an exciting four-day fair.
were going on at the same time.
"nastiest" fighter plane and a
About five- years ago, they,came
For example, Stan (The Mani
long list of daring stunt teams. All
up with the idea to combine the
Musial, the great Cardinal
was sponsored by McDonnell
Fourth of July celebration with
baseball Hall of Famer and home
Douglas, whose big St. Louis
the annual Veiled Prophet acrun hitter of not many years ago,
plant has turned out military,
tivities, and they call it the Veilshowed up with Red Schoendiest,
commercial and space aircraft
ed Prophet Fair.
a popular teammate of those
for more than 40 years.
Now, the Veiled Prophet is soyears.
-The Army's Golden Knights
meone from the more affluent
They stood for almost an hour
parachute team was there. The
circles in the city who, supposedin the hot sun and between a
nine jumpers tumbled earthward
ly, comes to town in mysterious,
replica of Busch Memorial
from 12,500 feet and popped their
majestic glory to crown one of the
Stadium and a miniature version
black and gold chutes after falllocal debutantes as his "Queen of
of old Sportsman's Park, where
ing 214 miles. The, they 'elided
Love and Beauty" for the coming
the 'two of them had thrilled
them to landings beneath the
year.
millions of fans in their day.
Arch squarely on the 10-foot
•••
They answered questions and
target upon which they were supThe identity of the Veiled Protalked about their playing days
posed to land.
phet iS a big secret. He wears the
with Mike Shannon, the master of
tve were treated to a rare sight
costume of a monarch, and his
ceremonies and a former Car'Thursday morning — a close loo'k
face is hidden by a silver veil.
dinal himself.
at four different Air Force cargo
Everyone guesses that he is one
Nearby was a huge Rawlings
planes flying by in information
of the city's wealthiest men.
baseball, 20 feet in diameter and
about 1,000 feet up.
Anyway, he always selects one
10 feet high as if buried half in the
The formation was led by a C-9
of the young lovelies to preside
ground. For a buck you could sign
from nearby Scott Air Force
over his "Court of Love and
your name on it. Proceeds went
Base. This is the hospital version
Beauty," made up of six or so of
to fight the disease which took the
of the Douglas DC-9 passenger
the other beauties. Then they'd
life of the Yankees' great Lou
airliner, but it was dwarfed by
have a big parade and wind up
Gehrig.
the monsters chasing it.
their annual bash with a big,
••'40
In the center of the pack was a
televised ball — white ties, tails,
There was no need to take a
C-5 Galaxy, the world's largest
flowing strapless dresses and all.
picnic
lunch. Food
airplane. Flanking it were a C-$30
was
This, generally, took place in
everywhere
pizza, j----Hemules and a C-141 Starlifter.
October, and the weather frewatermelon, all kinds of fruit,
The 248-foot-long C-5 has a

wingspan of 223 feet and a cargo
hold that. at 145 feet, is longer
than, the Wright brothers' first
flight. After a couple fly-bys, the
huge plane continued directly to
California to deliver a load of
cargo.
Its co-star, though, had to be
the F-15 Eagle, considered the
world's leading fighter. This one
put on a show at the fair each of
its four days.
-It was piloted by Capt. Tim
Fyda of the 1st Tactical Fighter
Wing at Langley Air Force,Base,
Va.., and he -brought the huge
crowd to its feet as he showed off
his plane's abilities to climb
straight up while gaining speed.
execute repeated barrel rolls
over the river and all the while
shaking the nearby buildings
with the thunder from its twin
engines.
•••
Even a couple rain showers
couldn't dampen the spirits of the
massive crowd as it, patiently
awaited the 9:15 p.m. fireworks
display, introduced by a stunt
flier with fireworks streaming
from his wing tips.
Then for 45 minutes, the sky
was full of all kinds of colorful
patterns and thunderous explosions as crews on two barges out
,in the river simultaneously
blasted them skyward.
After a deafening finale, it was
all over and everybody gathered
up their lawn chairs, blankets
and cushions and headed for
home, patiently working .their
way out of crowded parking lots
into the granddaddy of all traffic
jams.
But, they were all Still laughing
and- having a big time. It had
been a great day — a day splashed with the colors of summer,air
tinged with the aroma of exotic
foods and the sounds of music.
If you have the chance, go to St.
Louis next year for the July -4th
celebration. It's something else!
You'll never forget it, for it's an
experience of a lifetime.

washington today
by r.gregory nokes
Congress rebels
against Reagan's
South Africa plan
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Maybe, just maybe, if the
Reagan administration had
taken a tougher stand against
South. Africa in the beginning, it
wouldn't be facing a congressional revolt aimed at penalizing
the Pretoria government for its
apartheid practices.
Lawmakers seem determined
to scuttle the administration's
policy of "constructive engagement," which for the past five
years has aimed at quietly encouraging South Africa's white
minority government to dismantle apartheid.
There have been a few
changes. But there has been a
great deal of anti-black violence
with more than 400 deaths in
South Africa since last fall. Hundreds of blacks have been arrested, and a number of leaders
held on unspecified charges of
treason.
,South African troops have conprelienting new investment by
ducted raids into neighboring
American companies.
black-ruled countries in recent
There may be enough support
months and apparently even
to override a presidential veto, if
planned to blowup an American
it comes to that. The House
oil refinery in nearby Angola.
already has approved by a
Fed up with continuing repres2954-29 vote a package of sancsion of South Africa's 22 million
tions that includes banning new •
blacks and aggression against
investment. The'Senate was exits neighbors, Congre'ss is on the
pected to vote sometime this
verge of imposing economic
week.
sanctions, dismissing adExisting investments by
ministration arguments that
American companies, wouldn't
they won't make one whit of
be affected. The United States is.
difference.
South Africa's largest trading
It's not that the lawmakers
panther, but the sanctions would
believe sanctions will force
have little impact on trade.
South Africa to dismantle aparMild as'they may be. however,
theid. Rather, they are anxious
the sanctions ceuld be seen as a
to signal their intent to
harbinger of tougher legislation
dissOciate the United States
to come, assuming the South
from a regime whose racially
Africans didn't- change their
discriminatory practices they
apartheid practices.
consider inhumane and
Strongly opposing sanctions,
abhorrent.
the administration argues that
The . sanctions would be. American business
es are a force
relatively mild. They probably
-for constructive change in South
will 'include banning sales of
Africa because they pay better
South African gold coins in the 'salarie
s to blacks.and provide
United'StSttes, -barring sales to
better working conditions than
South Africa Of computers and
local companies.
nuclear equipment, banning"
Chester A. Crocker, the assisloans to the South African •tant
secretary of state for
government and possibly also
African affairs, said in a panel

discussion at the American
Enterprise Institute here Monday that sanctions would hit
hardest at black workers.
"Our role is secondary."
Crocker said. He declared that
American business "can't be used to force change ... but it is a
tool to improve conditions
there."
But Richard Moose, a supporter of sanctions who, was
assistant seeretary of state in
the Carter administration, said
the argument that sanctions
would hurt blacks is raised by
people who were "not much worried about the plight of dlack_
people until the imminent
passage of congressional
legislation."
He told the AEI panel the
argument "grossly exaggerates
the effect of the legislation." He
said also that only 70,000
workers out of a black labor
force of four million are
_employed by American
companies.
The administration is fighting
a rear-guard action to gain
passage of the least objectionable legislation, as State
Department officials priAtely

concede some sanctions will he
approved by Congress.
The key rationale for the administration's constructive
engagement policy has been to
_encourage conditions for a
peaceful transition from white
rule to a government with
significant black representation
and black rights —
maintaining- South Africa's
capitalist economic system.
The administration fears that
a violent upheaval would force
the whites out and bring about a
one-party, black-ruled, state
with a large dose ,of socialism.
This is the pattern followed in
most other African countries
that have successfully thrown
off white rule. •
If the administration's policy
had worked, it would now be applauded. But in the views of
many Americans — as reflected
in polls and 'congressional sentiment — it hasn't.
There is concern that by failing to demand change !nun
South Africa's white leadership.
the administration is helping set
the stage for the kind of blackwhite •tonfrontation it Most
fears.
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Travolta 11131'
not be sued

Tesseneer-Walters
wedding scheduled

NEW YORK (AP) —
John Travolta may have
danced his way to fame
The engagement and approaching marriage of
and fortune in,•'Satur4Tr1RTS 919.11
Susan W. Tesseneer and Joseph L. Walters
Miss
day Night FevIr," bqt
MAD MAX
has been announced.
he
was only acting and
lit.1(b‘1) THl
Miss Tesseneer is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
an't be sued by a man
Ralph Tesseneer of 18 Linden Hill Dr., Crescent
'who claims the film was
Springs, formerly of Murray.
his life story, a court
She completed the B.A. degree at Murray
ruled.
State University, a master's degree at the
Eugene "Tony'
University of Cincinnati, and the Educational
.Robinson, a dancer at
Specialist
degree at Western Kentucky
the Brooklyn discotheUniversity.
que that was the setting
The bride-elect has taught school in Kentucky
for the 1977 Travolta
and Brazil and presently is the Foreign Student
control cantor, 753-3314 film, claims
the movie
Adviser at Western Kentucky University, Bowland the 1976 magazine
ing Green.
article it was based on
Mr. Walters is a graduate of Western Kenare really about him.
tucky University and has been in business for
But the ,Appellate
several years.
Division of, the state
The groom-elect now is a student at the
Supreme Court on MonSouthern Baptist Theological Seminar,
,T NKr. NIA)
day upheld a lower
Louisville. He also is the accountant for his unSIIAERADO
court's decision to drop
llll
e s trucking firm in Louisville.
Travolta from RobinThe
wedding
is
planned for Saturday, Aug. lar,
:.us. 1.15
son's $20 Million suit.
at the First Baptist Church, Bowling Green.
State Supreme Court
Any Murray friends who could attend the wedJustice Gerald Adler
would be most welcome guests.
ding
had ruled in 1983 that
The couple will reside at 607 East 11th St.,
Robinson could not sue
Bowling Green, after the wedding. -Travolta or the film's
producer, Robert
Stigwood.
Robinson is suing
Paramount Pictures,
r
CLINT
New York magazine
EASTVJOOD
and the authors of the
LOS ANGELES (AP) ty, star of the "Grizzly
PALE
screenplay and — A federal magistrate
Adams" TV series, has
6101:::
1111
001 magazine article.
says actor Dan Hagger- until October to
file income tax returns and
Ow'
avoid a possible twoyear prison sentence.
APIthrS 71
The tall, bearded
VIDEO TIPE: •
41-year-old Haggerty
%CR KENT ALS
pleaded guilty Monday
Thin. Sat. II am n III pill
to two counts IV failure.
Sun. I pni-111 pm
to file returns on more
chaatnut at 753-331
$500,000., It was
than
A'npleased
to
We are
.Murra Drive-Ins
part of an agreement in
rrounce that Deena Dailey,
oirs:N. • um • NT %HT • No
which two other counts
•
rtONITI,
were dropped.
bride-elect of David Jones,
s5.00
arioad Tonne.
Haggerty faces up to
• HUCK NORRI.
has made her selection from
two years in prison and
S
CODE OF
a $20,000 fine.
our bridal registry for
S
The actor was cona
accessories.
decorativ
e
Arnold
victed
in March of sellas
SCHwarZene9yes
ing cocaine to underDeena and David will
•THE TERMINATOR (RI
cover officers. He is free
(start. Tlllllll mat )
married Aug. 4.
S
pending appeal of a
Rambo R
90-day jail sentence and
Highway 121 South
three years' probation.
r‘4.1tosos•N....toft.

Maerray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen. editor

Dycus-Reuwer vows solemnized
Miss Denipe Arlee
Dycus and Christopher
Guy Reuwer were married on Friday, June 7,
in St. Margaret Church,
Bel Air, Md.
The bride is the
daughter of Mrs.
Dorothy Bailey of Murray and of Don Dycus of
Calvert City.

CINE 1 & 2

The' groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Milton
J. Reuwer of Bel Air,
Md.
The Rev. Charles
Belzner officiated at the
double ring beremony.
Music was presented
by Joseph Serb,
organist, and Mrs. Scott
Elkins and Ms. Judy
soloists.
•
7 - The bride was
escorted by her father.
She wore a Southern
matte taffeta gown with
a full double tier hoop
skirt edged in Venice
lace and white silk rose.
She chose a wide brimmed hat with Venice
lace trim for her bridal
head-wear.
She carried a colonial
nosegay of gardenias
with red sweetheart
roses.

CHERI 3

Actor Dan Haggerty is given
until October to file returns

Mrs. John (Lisa)
O'Brien of Laurel, Md.,
was the matron of
honor. She wore an ice
pink belle off-theshoulder gown trimmed
in wedkewood lace. She
carried a nosegay of
pale pink roses and
white mini carnations.

Pier 1 imports

The bride's sister-inlaw, Mrs. Kenneth
(Michelle) Reuwer of
Bel Air, was the
bridesmaid. Her gown
was the same as the
matron of honor in a
shade of iris. She carried a small nosegay
with mini pink roses and
iris blue mini
carnations.
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'Mrs.'Christopher Guy Reuwer
Miss Jennifer Nicole
Guess of Riverside,
Calif., niece of the bride,
was the flower girl. She
wore a gown similar in
style to that of the bridal
attendants and wore a
halo of baby pink roses.
She carried a basket of
rose petals.
Mickey C. Dossey of
Baltimore, Md., was the
best man.
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.1 Our Move! .
:
.6 To Central Shopping Center :"

111
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The groomsmen were register was Mrs. Curtis
Duane E. Dycus of (Kathleen) Guess of
Dallas, Texas, brother Riverside, Calif., sister
of the bride, Glen of the bride.
DeLorenzo and Thomas
A reception followed
E. Reuwer, brother of at the historical Tudor
the groom, both of Bel Hall.
Air.
The couple left 'later
Matthew _N. Dycus of for a wedding trip to
Calvert City, step- parts of Europe.
brother of the bride, was
The new Mr. and Mrs.
the ringbearer.
Reuwer are residing in
Attending the guest Catonsville, Md.
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Peck-Bradley vows said, church
Miss Anna Katherine
Peck and Charles Raymond Bradley, Jr., were
married Saturday, June
1, at the Grace
Episcopal Church,
Paducah.
The bride la the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Monte Ray Peck of
Paducah. She is the
granddaughter of
Robert Peck and the
late Mrs. Gladys Peck
of Benton and of Robert
West and the late Mrs.
Mary Kate West of
Bartlett, Tenn.
Parents of
are Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Raymond
Bradley, Sr., of Pompano Beach, Fla. He is
the grandson of Harry
Bradley and the late
Mrs. Mae Bradley of
Salem and of Mr. and
Mrs. William Barnes of
Pickneyville.
The Rev. Tim Taylor
performed the double
ring ceremony at 1 p.m.,
before the altar adorned
with two arrangements
of mixed flowers.
Music was provided
by the Faculty Brass
Quintet of Murray State
University. Members
are John Schlabach,
Lyle Manwaring,
Charles Snead, Ray
Conklin and Louis
Bourgois.
The bride was
escorted to the altar by
her father and given in
marriage by her
parents.
She wore a gown of
white summer taffeta
designed with an off-theshoulder neckline, full
short sleeves and and
ruffles on the long skirt.
She wore a summer hat
and carried a bridal
bouquet of :mixed
flowers.
Miss Donna Gene
Leavitt of Paducall was
the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs.
Allison Henning of
Titusville, Fla., sister of
the groom, Miss Jennifer Rucker of
Paducah and Miss
Tracy Dufour of Heath.

TI ESDAI , JtLt" 9, 19115

Couple will be married 25 years
Mr. and Mrs. John M.
Hill of Rt. 5, Murray,
will observe their 25th
wedding anniversary on
Wednesday, July 10.
They were married on
that day in 1960 at the
Kirksey Methodist
Church. The Rev.
Johnson Easley
officiated.
Their attendants were
Mrs. Jan Green Elkins,
sister of Mrs. Hill, and
Ray Newsome.
Mrs. Hill, the former
Carol Green, is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J.L. Green of
Kirksey. She is coowner of Debbie and
Carol's Beauty Salon.
Mr. Hill iethe son of
Mrs. Helen Hill of Murray and the late Herman
Hill. He is employed
with Lassiter Plaster
Co., Inc.
They have- one
daughter, Anita Hill of
Murray.
No formal celebration
, is planned.

•

Mr. and Mrs. John M. Hill

Newborns and dismissals listed by hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Raymond Bradley, Jr.
The attendants wore Twinkling Star Gardens
teal green tea length of-Paducah.
Serving at the recepdresses and carried.
tion were Miss Denise
summer bouquets.
Cimeley,' Miss Kathy
Scott Anderson of White,
Miss Karen
Atlarfta, Ga., was the
Chappell and Miss
best man. Groomsmen
Elizabeth DeWitt, all of
were Carl Trevathan of
Paducah.
Atlanta, Tom Henning
Miss Kim Stone, also
of Titusville, Fla, and
of Paducah, kept the
Barry Bowerman of St.
bridal registry.
Louis, Mo.
Special music was
Wes Gilmore of Mem- presented by - Rick
phis. Tenn., was the Wagoner, Robert
Whitmer, Todd Hill and
ringbearer.
A reception followed David Tiick of Murray,
the ceremony at the Scott Anderson of Atlan-

ta, Bob Fern of Dawson
Springs, Steve Holdman
of Panesville, Ohio, and
Lyle Manwaring of
Altmar, N.Y.
The bridal couple left
later for a wedding trip
to New Orleans, La.
They no are residing
in Murray. Mrs.
Bradley is a student at
Murray State University majoring in elementary education. Mr.
Bradley is band director
at the Murray Middle
School.

DATEBOOK
FFA Chapter will meet
The Calloway County High School Chapter of
the Future Farmers of America will meet Thursday -July 11, at 7 p.m. in the Agriculture Department of the school. All members and interested
persons are invited and urged to attend.

Tennis play Thursday
The Thursday Group of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club will play Thursday. July 11, at
9 a.m. at the club courts. Pairings are as follows:
Court-One - Rainey Apperson, Shirley Homra,
Sharron Brown and Shelia Farmer; Court Two
- Joni Billington, -Sharon Wells. Brenda Marquardt and Emmy Edwards; Court Three Georgianna Moffitt, Gail ChildresS, Tara Dennison and Gaye Haverstock.

Ministers' social Friday
Ministers of the Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association and their wives will meet
with the Aurora Ministerial Alliance on Friday,
July 12, at 7:30 p.m. at Country Crossroads, Hardin. This will be a supper and get acquainted
meeting.

Jeffrey event Sunday
The annual homecoming at Jeffrey Cemetery.
located east of Dexter on Highway 1346, will be
held Sunday, July 14. The Rev. Paul Bogardwill
speak at 11:30 a.m. followed by a basket dihner.
Persons unable to attend may send their-donations to MarttynlirtKinney, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Ky.. 42040, or Jack Scott. Rt. 1. Dexter. Ky.,
42036'.

petition, and a one-minute speech onstage for the
finals. During the four days at Hilton InnGateway Hotel, each of the contestants will participate in swimming and photo sessions and one
day at Disney World. The winner will receive
many prizes including $2000 in U.S. Savings
bonds, and a $2100 scholarship at the New York
Academy of Theatrical Arts. Selection of each
state representative should be made as early as
possible to give each girl time to prepare. Interested girls should write for entry blank and
details to Miss Teen-Ager Pageant, P.O. Box 562,
Norwich. N.Y. 13815 or call 1-607-334-9556.

Screen star Charlton Heston
to be in television series
LOS ANGELES (AP)
- Screen giant chrirlton
Heston will star 'in his
first TV series, ABC's
"Dynasty
The Colbys," network executives say.
The Academy Awardwinning actor will play
Jason Colby, patriarch
of the California-based'
Colby family, in a
spinoff of the highly successful prime-time soap

"Dynasty" this fall,
said executive producer
Aaron Spelling.
Heston is just back
from directing and starring in "The Caine
Mutiny Court Martial"
on stage in London.

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday,
July 5, have been released as follows:

Murray; Mrs. Siddie
Mae tohoon, 1800 College Farm Rd.,
Murray;
Bernard D. Bell, Box
48, Murray:- John H.
Shackelford, 1313 Olive
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Belcher, Blvd., Murray; 011ie W.
mother, Tammy, 208 Barnett (expired) Box
South Ninth St., 263, Murray.
---Murray;

Baby Girl Etheridge,
parents, Jane and John:
Rt. 4, Box 270, Paris,
Tenn.
Baby Girl Clapp,
parents, Judith and
Bobby, Rt. 2, Mayfield;
Baby Girl Frantom,
parents, Teresa and
Steve, Rt. 2, Box 39A,
Springville, Tenn.
Dismissals
Miss Amy R. Bailey,
Rt. 2, Box 94, Hazel;
Miss Brittany L.
Weatherford, Rt. 1, Box
186, Kirksey; Mrs.
Tonya Colson, Rt. 1,
Hardin;
Mrs. Frances H.
Matarazzo, 1602
Keenland, Murray;
Mrs. Charlene R.
Waters and baby boy,
Rt. 2, Box 154, Big Sandy, Tenn.;
Mrs. Gracie L.
Hopkins, 1603 Dodson,
Murray; Jimmy D.
Overbey, 1713 Dunning
St., Irving, Texas; John
T. Noi,,
,b1te, Jr., 3529 W.
Hayes, Davenport,
Iowa;
Michael Parrish, Rt.
7, Murray; Mrsg Opal R.
Hale 1506 Cardinal Dr.,

Ottis Hurt, 1203 Vine St.. ty Hospital for Monday,
Murray.
July 8, have been releas---ed as follows:
Newborn admission
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Berry,
and dismissals at parents, James and
Murray-Calloway Coun- Jeana, 324 Moss Dr..
ty Hospital for Sunday, Clinton.
July 7, have been releasDismissals
ed as follows:
Mrs. Elaine ScarNewborn admissions
brough. !It. 5, Box 1214.
Baby Boy Gladwin, Murray; Kenneth Kohr,
A newborn admission parents. Corey and San- Rt. 8, Box 521, Murray:
and dismissals at dy, 812 East Wood St., Mrs. Jane Etheridge
Murray-Calloway Coun- Paris, Tenn.
and baby girl, Rt. 4, Box
ty Hospital for SaturBaby Girl Collins, 270, Paris. Tenn.;
day. July 6, have been parents. William and
Mrs. Cindy Lewis, Rt.
released as follows:
Traci, Rt. 2, Box 248, 1, Box 247, Paris, Tenn.;
Newborn admission
Pulfeyear, Tenn.
Harvey Pritchett, DexBaby Girl Butler,
ter:Miss Lisha
Dismissals
parents, David and
Miss Janie Smith, Box Paschall, Rt. 2, Box 166,
Brenda. Rt. 1, Box 17A, 235, Puryear, Tenn.; Puryear, Tenn.;
Mayfield.
Mrs. Linda Conley, Rt.
Mrs. Teresa Frantorn
Dismissals
3, Box 183, Murray; and baby girl, Rt. 2, Box
Miss' Pamela Scales, Mrs. Peggy Mitchell. 39A, Springville, Tenn.;
1104 Depot St., Paris, Box 205, New Concord;
Michael Wofford, 407
Tenn.; Mrs. Cynthia
Miss Brenda Shelby, North Brewer St., Paris.
McClure and baby girl, Rt. 3, Box 19P, Murray; Tenn.;
508 South 13th St., Mur- Miss Cindy Carson, 309
Esba Collier. Rt. 1,
ray; Mrs. Elizabeth SoCith Fifth St.. Murray; Wing°, Tremon Smith.
Ordway, Murray;
Paul Carney, Rt. 3, Box Rt. 3. Box 239, Murray;
Mrs. Sandra Burnett, 291-1, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Edith Shuman, Rt.
19440 Northwest First
Mrs. Goldie Cole, 508 5. Box 784. Murray:
Court, Miami, Fla.; South Eighth St., Mur- Mrs. Connie Jones. 111
Mrs. Joyce Overbey, ray; Graham Rogers, North 10th St., Murray;
1507 Sycamore St., Mur- 3121 Walnut St., Winter
Mrs. Betty Clark, and
ray; Carl Robinson, Rt. Haven, Fla.; Mrs. Allie baby girl. Box 327,
1, Puryear, Tenn.;
Underwood, 508 South Sedalia; Mrs. Patricia
Geoffrey Swan, 100 '8th St., Murray;
Tharpe, 409 Irvan St.,
South Ninth St., MurAnthony Wilson. 227 Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
ray; Jason Reed, Rt. 6. Riveria Ct., Murray: Gracie Pennington. Rt.
Box 18, Murray; Mrs. Shirley Paschall. 3, Box 286, Murray.:
Charles Bondurant, 1104 746 Salem Circle, Paris,
Mrs. Calie Cooper,
Fairlane Dr., Murray;
Box 23. Hazel; Clarence
Tenn.
Mrs. Rubye HumRohwedder, 101 South
phreys, 1631 Hamilton
, 14th St., Murray; HerAve., Murray; Mrs.
A -newborn admission shel Shelton. Rt. 4. MurKatie Jones, 204 and dismissals at ray; Mrs. Mary Jones,
Chickasaw, Hickman; Murray-Calloway Coun- 1204 Olive St., Murray.

MURRAY TODAY

Pageant scheduled
The Miss Teen-Ager Pageant of the States will
be held in Orlando, Fla., Ott. 24 to 27. Officials
are looking for a representative from this state.
Any single girl, 13 to 18 years of age on Sept,. 1.
1985. is eligible to participate. Only one girl will
be selected to represent the state - by the nationaPscreening committee - and she will fly to
Orlando in October where she will compete
against representatives of at least 40 other
states. The competition includes interviews with
the judges. bathing suit.and evening town corn -

-

mr.

-4-

Time 5 p.m.-9 p.m.

July 10th

'895 Adults-495 Children

Lauren Owens
2 Yr. old daughter of
Phillip and Barbara
Owens

"Watch- Our
'Baby *Grow"
Portrait
Club

Selecting the exciting new fashion studs you
prefer and our professional ear piercing staff
will insert them for you free!

Ear Piercing
Special

$475

On Selected Styles
Wednesday is
Tot's Day
Special Packages
Special Prices

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
753-0035

Offer Good Thru 7-12-85

ApPeLiZOTS it _SOUR
Black Forrest Tea,Port Wine Soup, Marinated Herring in Sour Cream, Marinated
Reef Tongue.
S_alads
Tossed Green Salad, Pickled Beets & Onion Salads, Cucumbers in Sour Cream,
Entrees
Roast Loin of Pork stuffed with prunes, Sauerbraten Mit Spaetzels (Marinated
Sweet & Sour Roast Beef), Fricassee of Chicken with Dumpling, Kessler Ribs
(Poached
Bee). Smoked Pork Chops), Bratwyrst Mit Bier (German Sausage simmered
in
Vegetables
Creamed spinash with hard cooked eggs, Bavarian Red Cabbage, German
Bouillon Potatoes. Buttered Rutabagas, Potato Pancakes
Dessert Table
Assorted German Desserts

Live Dinner Music For Your Enjoyment.

KENLAKE STATE
RESORT PARK

a
/111 WIN 7•eW
Downtown Murray

/

Above Legible Sole

759-4373

94 East

Aurora, Ky.

474-2211

WHOLESALE JEWELER

(Have your child video taped FREE by MURRAY CABLEVISION at the Bel-Air Merchants'
Summer Fun Celebration! Video Taping will be set up at Artcraft Photography Studio,
Sat., July 13th from 1 1:30-3:30!
gr

•

lee liurkticn.

Kenlake State Resort
Park's German's Night
Buffet

Summer Williams born
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Williams of Murray are the
parents of a daughter, Summer Paige, weighing
seven pounds nine ounces. measuring 20 inches,
born on Friday. June 21, at Murray-Calloway
Cnunty Hospital. The mother is the former Vicki
Whisman. Maternal. grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. L.T. Whisman of Williamsburg. Paternal
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs Robert E.
Williams of Princeton.
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Corning community events are listed
Tuesday,July 9
"Wierd Al Yankovic"
will presept a program
at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium,— Murray
State University.

• 7—

Tuesday,July 9
Murray Woman's Club
House.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Hail, South Sixth' and
Maple Streets.
————
Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.

Tuesday. July 9

.Tuesday,July 9

Tuesday. July 9

Wednesday,July 10
Thursday,July 11
Thursday,July 11
Church
will meet at 7:30
Citizens for Better
Murray -Calloway from 9 a.m. to noon and
Education in Calloway p.m.-at church.
County La Leche 1:30 to 3 p.m.
————
County will meet at 7
————
League will meet at
Murray Bass Club is 903-B Northwood, road
p.m. at Calloway Public
"Sing Out, Kenscheduled to meet at to right of Cain's AMC. tucky!" program will be
Library.
6:30 p.m. at Sirloin Jeep, look for blue light, presented at 8 p.m. at
————
Murray TOPS (take
Jackson Purchase ArStockade.
Wednesday,July 10
at 7 p.m.
Lake Barkley State
off pounds sensibly)
'Sing Out, Ken- chaeological Associa————
Hazel and Douglas
Park.
—
—
—
—
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
tucky!" program will be tion will meet at 7:30 Centers will be open
Po t t er t o w n
Junior Golf will be at 9
at Health Center.
.at 8 p.m. in Convention p.m. in Circuit Court from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Homemakers Club will a.m. at Murray Country
————
Murray Chapter No.
Center, Kentucky Dam Room, Graves County for activities by senior meet at 11:30 a.m. at Club.
Murray Lions Club
Courthouse, Mayfield.
State Park.
92
Royal Arch Masons
Lake
Barkley
Lodge.
citizens.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
and Murray Chapter
————
————
————
————
Events at Calloway
Mixed Tennis Doubles No. 50 of Select Masters
Ladies day events at
Murray Country Club. Public Library will in- will play at 6:30 p.m. at will meet at 7:30 p.m, at
lodge hail.`
will include golf at 9 clude Parents and Murray Country Club.
————
•
-saif
a.m., bridge at 9:30 a.m. Two's at.. "
Senior
Story
citizens acHours
at
r
i
r—
G;1
"
;;11 be at 9
and luncheon at noon.
a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
a.m. at Oaks Country tivities will be from 10
————
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Club.
Ladies day events at
and Douglas Centers
Thursday,July 11
Oaks Country Club will
and
from 10 a.m. to 3
The
—
—
Single
—
—
Connectio
n
include golf and bridge
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
AA and Al-Anon will p.m. at Ellis Center.
at 9:30 a.m.
third floor classroom, have closed meetings at
————
————
Health Express of Education Building, 8 p.m. at First Christian
Mothers Day Out will
Murray-Calloway Coun- First United Methodit Church, Benton. For in- be at 9 a.m. at First
ty Hospital will be at Church. For informa- formation call 753-0061, Baptist Church.
762-3399, 753-7764 or
Harpole's Grocery at tion call 753-1701.
—
753-7663.
Farmington from 9 to 11
WOW Grokre 6126 and
————
Calloway County High
Camp 592 of Woodmen
atm. and at Bank of FarHealth Express of of the world will meet at
mington from 12:30 to School Chapter of FFA
2:30 p.m. Dr. Michael . will meet at 7 p.m. in Murray-Calloway Coun- 6 p.m. at Golden Corral
Ridgley, oral surgeon, Agriculture Depart- ty Hospital will be at Bel Restaurant.
Air Shopping Center
also will conduct free ment of school.
————
exa.minatons of mouth
for cancer.
————
Bereavenment Skupport Group will meet at
9:30 a.m. in third floor
classroom, MurrayCadette Girl Scout
in Science and Motion
Calloway County Julie Brown, a member
because of her excellent
Hospital.
of Kentuckians Council.
leadership and interper————
sonal skills and because
Diet and Diabetes
of her strong intereit in
--meeting will be at 2 p.m.
computer science.
In third floor classroom,
While attending this
Murray-Calhmay Coununique educational exty Hospital.
perience, she will also
enjoy recreation on the
"Sing Out,
campus, many of
Holland, Mich.
tucky!" program will be
This wider opportuni- Western Michigan's atat 8 p.m. at Kenlake
CHAPTER OFFICERS — The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi Sorority recently installed
ty is sponsored by tractions and home
State Park.
officers for the 1985-86 sorority year. They are, from left, Jan Barnett, extension officer, Pam Collitis,
Michigan Trails Girl hositalitv visits.
————
recording secretary, Debbie Pardue, treasurer, Kathy Wrye, corresponding secretary, Krista Crass,
Scout Council and Hope
Miss Brown is the
Ruth Wilson and
vice president. and Mary Ann Barrow, president.
daughter of Mrs. Edith
College.
Wesleyan Circles of
Wider opportunitis Clark of Murray and has
First United Methodist
'are special Girl Scout just completed her
events that offer girls a freshman year at•
chance tosneet new peo- Calloway County High
Julie Brown
ple, discover new School.
=
places, try different
A Girl Scout for nine
7.7
—ehas been selected to at- skills and, in
some years, Miss Brown has
tend Science and Mo- cases, travel
to other the Silver Leadership
tion, a Girl Scout wider countries.
Award and several inopportunity taking
Miss Brown was terest patches and
place July 14 to 24 in selected to participate badges.
What's New Sibling
Preparation Class will
be at 6:30 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Parents Anonymous
will Meet at 6 p.m. For
infbr-mation call
762-2504.

A

Brown selected for event

kelt.

0,00e r
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. Join in the fun with us by welcoming Unique Body Fitness
Center & 14K Gold to Bel-Air Shopping Center!

Sat., July 13th
9-4 p.m.
Bel Air Shopping Center
'1,000 worth of cash & prizes
will be given away including
a color T.V. donated by Sears
Music Provided by Big D Sound 12-3 p.m.
Power Lift Demostration
12:30-1 p.m.
Provided by Unique Body Fitness Center

Community Theatre
Tan Contest

1:30-2 p.m.
2-3 p.m.

Registration will be at Deep Tann at 10:00
3 categories preschool-children-adult

Cash & Merchandise Giveaway3-3:30 p.m.
*Murrray Cablevision's Captain Cable will be throwing wiffle
balls full of cash &
prizes!
*Individual specials in -every store!
*Child Find video tape of children set up at Artcraft Photography provided by
Murray Cablevision. Every child video taped will receive a free gift!
*Free Coke outside of Unique Body Fitness Center
*WSJP will be on hand from 10-3 p.m.
*Candy the Clown will be passing out five ballons for the kids!
*Humane Society will have a booth set up!

Celebration provided by the following
Bel-Air Merchants:

Murray Sewing Center
Artcraft Photography
Judy and Share's
Bank Of Murray
Overby Honda
Sears
Pier 1 Imports

Murray Insurance Agency
Keel Vacuum
Sirloin Stockade
Storey's
Merle Norman Murray Cablevision

Plus our New Members:
Deep Tann Suntanning Studio
Memories
Unique Body Fitness Center
14K Gold

Actor Michael J. Fox has starring role
in summer film, 'Back To the Future'
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— The future looks fine
for actor Michael J.
FOX, whose success on
the television series
"Family Ties" series is
being enhanced by his
starring role in the big
summer film "Back To
the Future."
Fox. 24, spent seven
weeks shuttling between
the sets of the series in
which he plays Alex
Keaton, the button-down
conservative teen-ager,
and the set for the
Steven Spielberg time
travel adventure.
"It got kind of sur-

realistic," he said.
The heavy schedule
has paid off with accolades from industry
peers.
Robert Zemeckis, the
director who brought
"Romancing the Stone"
before palmed houses
last summer, said Fox's
professionalism and
energy saved "Back To
the Future" after the
first actor cast for the
lead left.
Zemeckis called Fox
"the Jimmy Cagney of
the '80s."
0.
"We know he's a TV
star, but he turned in a

wonderfully measured
film performance," the
director said. "Now,
he's a movie star."
The actor, who was
born in Edmonton,
Alberta, and -raised in
Vancouver, British Columbia, is trying to keep
his good fortune in
perspective. On one wall
of his living room he has
a photograph of comedian John Belushi, who
died of a drug overdose.
"I'm trying to avoid
(ending up) like that
one," he said. "The
genius is worth attaining, but the result ...."

The Food Savings Are Fine!
Choice Sides of
225 to 300 lb. $ 1

Beef

2

14 lb. Box Quarter Pounders
Ground

Bee

1 946

Patties
Partin's

Country Sausage

lb

$

1 39

Frosty Acre

Baby Limas
20 lb. box $
899
Crowder Peps 20 lb. box $ 1649
Smoke

Jowl

By the pc.89°

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON
• HAM CO.

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
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commonwealth comments •

Senator Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., recently met with Spue Ellen Darnell
(left) of Calvert City and Judy White of Bowlbig Green. Both teachers were•
in Washington competing for a ride on the next space shuttle. NASA is
choosing one of 114 teachers from across the-country to be the first teacher
La space.

Your individual
Horoscope
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read tee
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY 10, 1985
ARIES
slip up on the details. Things won't
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
work without your personal superviPit
Guard against early domestic
sion. Be attentive.
fights. An inspiration pays off on the
SAGITTARIUS
job. Don't take a loved one for
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
granted. Enjoy new hobbies.
You'll need care in what you say
TAURUS
today. Don't put your foot in your
(Apr.20 to May 20)
mouth. Career and travel are fortuBe aware of what's going on inside
nate.
of you. Don't snap at anyone. Friends
CAPRICORN
afar contact you. Pay attention to
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
•
details.
Some home worries could get you
GEMINI
down. Go out some place special for
(May 21 to June 20)
relaxation
Continue
tonight.
Be sure to fulfill commitments to
researching investments.
others. Money could be a source of
AQUARIUS
tension with a friend. Follow a
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
partner's lead today.•
Swept up by today's exciting social
CANCER
prospects, you could become neglect(June 21 to July 22)
ful of an existing- tie: Patience is
)
46
A boss needs to be handled_
needed on the job.
tactfully. Things go your way, if you
PISCES
weese
don't push too hard. Watch careless•11110
(Feb.19 to Mar.20)
ness in financial interests.
You're ready to, take a new step
• LEO
careerwise, but may overlook some
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
important details. Travelers need to _
44t
A moral issue causes some conwatch expenditures.
cern. Intuition helps out careerwise.
YOU BORN TODAY are executive
A date is. exciting, but remember
by nature and ambitious. However,
other commitments.
.do not let your need for financial
VIRGO
suctess keep you from taking a
(Aug.23to Sept.22)
chance on your individuality. You'll
Where money is concerned, there
achieve greater success by doing
is a tendency to argue today. Nonmayour own thing than by following
terial pursuits are highlighted. Evenmore ,conventional paths. Though
ing is romantic.
cooperative, you work ben& on your
LIBRA
own than in partnership. Inclined to
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
the professions, you'll have success
ealS
New friends are interesting, but
in banking,law, medicine and writing.
take some things with a grain of salt.
You also have the ability to successBe less competitive with a loved one.
fully commercialize your creative
Share!
talents. Birthday of: Arthur Ashe,
SCORPIO
tennis player; James Whistler,
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
painter; and David Brinkley,TV news
4211IE
Overall planning is good, but don't
analyst.

A

sit

WILLIAMSBURG,
Ky. (AP) - Janice
Crawford, 26, has been
treated since she was 13
for heart and lung pro.
blems that left her
dependenton an oxygen
tank and confined to her
home in recent years.
Now, after a rare
transplant of both heart
and lungs at Johns
Hopkins Hospital in
Baltimore, her blood
pressure, heart rate and
breathing are normal,
her husband, Kenneth,
said Monday.
"She is used to
breathing hard so this is
a new experience foi
her," said Mrs.
Crawford's uncle, Joe
Wilson -of Corbin, who
has acted as a fatally
spokesman. Though not expected
to return ,home for a
matter of months, Mrs.
Crawford sat up Sunday
and took a short walk,
and was to start mild exercises Monday; said
her husband,reached at
the hospital.
When she was asked
how she felt, "she
couldn't describe it," he
said.'
Crawford said his wife
is "doing well and feel-

flog market
Federal State Market kien-s &ler% lee
July 0. HMI
Keeturky Purchase Srea Hod Market
Report Includes II Buying Stalk-oils
ReseetplaH Art. 4711 Fat 550 Harrows
fulls .5411oner Son• under 500
a
lbs. steady to .511 loner oser 14111
.50 Mater
2'S Ii 210 240 Dm
$49.00 19.50
seams'40.75
US131910-110 lb.
%LOP 40.00
$40.51140.00
Ull 1-3 110-350
$47.51142.50
3-4 250 270 lb.
U▪ S I4 0 .2541 lb..
9.11 1.8 900 450 lb.,
Ut 11-11 450 500 lb..
US I-3 500-1150
US 131 /000-1100 lb..
Oman 550 00 22.00

$34.00 55.50
$25.110.57.00
150.50 311.00
ltS11.541 41.00
1/14.019119.440

ing ktrong about
everyig. She is ,still
In isolation but she -is
getting stronger every
day."
- "She is eating solid
food and talking about
vacation plans," he
said. "We are very
happy."
Mrs. Crawford was
born with pulmonary
hypertension, which
damaged the blood
vessels in her lungs and
left her heart and lungs
unable to process sufficient oxygen.

. WARLII,T+InTON_(-,
44..P)
---_Terms'served in state
prisons were getting
shorter while the rate of,
people going to prison
increased in proportion
to the overall population, the Justice Department announced.
,Convicts releaSed
from state prisons in
1982 typically served 16
months behind bars, the
shortest median confinement on record, the
Justice Department
said in its weekend
announcement.
But confinements that
year were at an all-time
high of 9.8 people -out of
every 10,000, according
to .the government's
survey of the time served by 157,000 inmates.
released in 1982. The
study covered prisons in
29 states and the
District of Columbia.
"Time served in
prison has been dropping during the past half

Turner has

'I,
I

I

WELAUNEE PLANTATION, Fla. (AP) —
Cable 'television
magnate Ted Turner is
keeping an air of
privacy about his new,
$8 million North Florida
plantation that's about
the size of St. Augustine,
Bear and bobcat roam
the 8,100 acres of fields
and woodlands surrounding the 1930s home.

being rehabilitated than the child's name, good one - is that innoolder persons who com- therefore 'severely cent people are highly
mit crimes. Supposedly hamp•erin_g unlikely_to_be railroaded
their character is still rehabilitation.
if the. procedure takes
malleable, and if not
Many people convinc- place in the open light of
dealt with too harshly, ingly argue. however, public scrutiny. Of
they can be placed upon'that the closed pro- course, this basic fight
the straight and narrow ceedings of a'juvenile does not apply to
the
road and perhaps turn trial does not protect the defendant alone. The
their lives around.'That youngster ap much as it community certainly
is why, for instance, in does the parents. The has a great interest in
most cases juveniles do child could probably having the courtroom
illot go to the peniten- care less. It's the doors open so that.it can
tiary. The Supreme parents who don't want observe what kind Of
Court of the United to suffer the embarrass- justice is being meted
Stales has acknowledg- ment .of seeing their out by' its elected
ed the need for special names written up in the officials.
Granted that open and
treatment of -juveniles newspaper for having
in criminal proceedings. art -u rrrul y- - e yew- public trials sometimes
criminal - child. Be serve as an embarrassSupposedly hearings that as it may, that is ment to victims of
concerning their wrong- the reason for the law crimes - especially
doings if held open to the behind the closed with sexual offenses
public might very well juvenile hearings.
where the person
cause an unwarranted
As for other trials, violated must tell in
stigma to be attached to they are required by the detail about the inciU.S. Constitution to be dent, perhaps even in a
open to the public. This crowded courtroom,
law was written into this and be subject to cross
great document for the examination. This is an
century," said Steven protection of the -defen- unfortunate
but
R. Schlesinger, director dant. It arose out of the unavoidable by-product
-of the Bureau of Justice bitter experience of the of our constitutiona
l reStatistics, which releas- colonists who quirement for public
ed the report.
sometimes were pro- trials. We as a people
"The median (con- secuted, convicted and have decided the infinement period) was 19 even punished in secret. terest of the people
to
months in 1926, and the The theory behind the know outweighs the em16-month median.for all public trial - and it is a barrassment to
in,
offenses in 1982 was an
historic low," he said.
The study showed that
about half the
murderers released
from state prisons in
1982 had served less
than six years.

dividual witnesses.
In the last year or two,
.some trial courts in this
country have ventured
Into turbulent waters as
far as -pribite trials are
concerrifd. Upon 'request by the defendant.
they -have closed the
doors of the courtroom
barring the press and
ordinary citizens from
viewing the proceeding.
This, of course, has raised the ire of the media,
especially the
newspaper people, The
appellate courts have
also taken a dim view of
this, re-emphasizing
that the right to an open
trial belongs not only to
the defendant but to the
public as well.
So juveniles are different. -But there seems
to be a trend developing
in this country to treat
them more 'like adults.
The U.S. Supreme Court
has left no doubt that it
intends to keep the courtrooms open as far as
trials of adults are concerned. It would be no
surprise if that same
philosophy soon opens
the juvenile hearings as
well:

But the report also
noted that nearly 50 percent of convicted
murderers received life
sentences. The median
time served by those
convicted of murder but
not given life sentences
was five years and nine
months.
The rate of admissions - 9.8 per 10,000
people - was up from
9.0 per 10,000 in 1981.

million home
Buffalo will soon join
them. Inside, antiques
crowd the 10 rooms.
Outside,formal gardens
unfold in hearts and
diamonds.
Turner, owner of the
Atlanta-based Cable
News Network and the
Atlanta Braves baseball
team, already owns a
5,000-acre ranch in
South Carolina.

SUMMER CHALLENGE AT.- MURRAY STATE - Jimmy Osborne
(foreground) of Murray recently participated in a one-week program et
Murray State University titled '-'Tecluiologicia Literacy for -a New -Age."
Working with Osborne at an IBM Personal Computer are John. Warren
(standing) of Nashville and Robert Cherolis of Owensboro. The program
was one of six study areas in Murray State's 1985 Summer Challenge Series
for academically talented youth.
(11SI: Photo by Chris Evans)

tions. As of January 1985. 7,857 cases unusual complaint for which I have
i with a mortality rate of virtually 100 no definite answer. I can think of one
percent) had been reported in the possibility, however.
United States. Researchers are now
Certain otherwise normal arteries
fr
learning the genetic structure of the have the felonious tendency to -steal"
---cirrus but they are still a long way circulation from - other blood vessels
II`
from finding a prevention or cure.
A well-known culprit in this
Peter
Certain conditions increase the risk enterprise is the subclavian artery. at
Gott, M.D
of AIDS. In a recent study. 73 percent the base of the neck, which can steal
of cases occurred in homosexuals awl_ blood from the carotid artery, causbisexuals. 17 percent in intravenous ing faintness in certain people. This is
drug abusers. 3 percent in Haitians called Stibclavian Steal Syndrome.
and 1 percent each in hemophiliacs,
It's possible in your cage that, in
heterosexuals and blood-transfusion association with post-exercise low
recipients.
blood pressure, some artery is shunt,
- AIDS "is Still a relatiVely rare' ing blood inappropriately away from
disease. A pregnant woman or her your eyes or visual center. If you are
infant would not contract it unless the exercising violently, you might conwein-Ian belonged to one of the high- sider less strenous activity. On the
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
risk population groups. Despite the other hand, if blurry vision is all you
DEAR DR. Go'rr
I heard incomplete data regarding the trans- get, you might choose to ignore the
recently about mothers who have no mission of AIDS, its safe to conclude visual abnormality unles,
trace of AIDS giving birth to infants that the chances of an uninfected progresses.
ieho have the disease or soon develop mother transmitting the disease to - Send your questions to Dr. Gott at
it. What are the chances of this hap- her baby are extremely unlikely.
P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland. OH 44101
pening to an expectant- mother'? Why
DEAR DR.-GOTT - Several times Due to volume of mail, individual
is this occurring more frequently?
I have had blurred vision about half questions cannot be answered. QuesDEAR READER - Although AIDS an hour after exercising. What could tions of general interest will be.
was first discovered four years ago, it catise this? answered in future columns. .
is now reaching explosive proporDEAR READER - Yours is an
I NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN 1
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DR.GOTT

Victims HaveRights

0

slat*

Chevrolet S-10 4x4
$20978

Infant AIDS is
highly unusual

Alm

per month'

'Based on 48 month closed end lease plus tax license
eeS

DWAIN
S. 1 2th St.
Murray, Ky.
TAYLOR
502.753-2617
CHEVROLET INC.

TRUIEST
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TRU-TEST

_ AM=
If ydu have been serioustv inpirect
in a crime, contact the Crime
Victims Compensation Board at
(502) 564-2290, to see if you qua)!
iv.
You have- a right to be free from
threats, intimtdation'or harassment
regarding your case.

Ceiling Pail'!
CM-Bute

All courts shall be open to every
person for an injury done him in his
lands,. goods, person or reputation
and he shall have remedy by due
course of law.
.
You have the right to know when
your case will be heard. in what
court and the location of that
court.

7.98

While____/

s <Jew

'Or ce.lings dryerall Cr piaster Econom.cai tormuio leaves a non-yel.0*.ng finish Whae Only
C.10*

StatePolice

Latex
11 Fin'S

TRU•TEST
spfciAL
HIGH-HIDING

Flat Latex
Wall Paint

4.99

C,a,lon

Select Ceiling Latex

FOR MORE MFORMATION ABOUT ViL7W $UPPORT CONTACTKentucky
40.

Lay Rot WWI Snail provockos high haling washable Ccreraut or. dry
wall plaster concrete more White
CuSlOrn colors higher

Lahht.Intanor Wall Finish comlanes
Niiih ()wild),
smtirl economy in
one ragh-h.d.ng qui‘lt -(frying fonsn 7 colors. white
•

Sin:a-Ern' Paint and Varnish Remorse takes all types of binsheS
from wood. metal and con‘nat 00th •
out harming the surface

Murray Home & Auto,

NEAREST TO YOU

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

A public seryice.message by this Newspaper and the
Kentucky State Police

3,
•

TRulisT
vinyl-acrylic
Fat ;

Latex

memm

• __

by michael d. ward

Prison data released

Frances Drake

Transplant gives
Williamsburg lady
new heart and lungs

QUESTION: Why are
embarrassing cases for
the victim,, such as sex
crimes, required to be
tried in-open court while
juveniles are tried in
teeter ANSWER: Juveniles
are different.
For better or for
worse, our criminal law
treats those persons
under the age of .eighteen in a much different
manner than adults.
The reason for this goes
back a lorrg-WK--;-...111hdels
really a reaction from
days of old when people{
of tender age were
taken advantage of by
the court. The law
presumes, for instance,
whether right or wrong,
that children have a
much betfer chance of
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AROUND THE HOUSE
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Retailers adapting to changes in consumer buying habits
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newifeatures
Does an attractive

display of home furnishings access'ories
stimulate sales? Accor-

ding to retailers who
practice artful arrangement, it does. This is the

t• sl•r
r •••A
lian:haarr Man

JULY

BEST
BUYS

AVAIL/WI AT
PARTKIPATING ACE,
KARDWARE STORES

VARIOUS
SIZES

a
' COLORS

4

12 PACK
Cellulose

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

reason why this costlier
type of merchandising
has been increasing
lately.
Recently, a new entrant made its stylish
appearance when the
Gear Retail store opened in New York. The
shop sells the wallpaper
and fabrics the firm
previously sold only at
wholesale, as well as a
variety of coordinating
home furnishings such
as dinnerware, bath accessories and sheets.
In opening the first of
what Robert
Kirkpatrick, vice president. says will be about
10 shops across the
country, the company is
not trying to compete
with its retailer clients.

Instead, the store will be
a laboratory where new
products and displays
can be tested for consifter approval, ac7cording to the executive.
Kirkpatrick, who once
worked for Macy's and
had a hand in setting up
the trendy TurpanSanders specialty
outlets in New York.
says oany retailers have
sorne,-4.a.Latt*g u.pst.o.
In order to keep in step
with some of their
customers.
Shopping nowadays
has become a form of
entertainment as well
as a means of obtaining
necessities, in his opinion, and many individuals prefer to shop
in an outlet that shovis

SPONGES
Highly absorbent, long-lasting genuine
cellulose sponges for HI your household
cleaning needs. Assorted sizes and colors.
WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST
owt
Neel -

Popular professional grade all-purpose tape
is strong, sticky and waterproof. Seals &
repairs dozens of items around the house.

EASY TO SEE AND SET I

24 Hour
Automatic Variable
•

Turns lamps, radios & T.V.s "on" & "off" at different times ckely,io make yarr house look lived
GIVES PEACE OF MIND! in
when you're not at home.Easy to set& reset.

MURRAY SUPPLY
COMPANY
Murray

753-3361

IPFARIN1..`MISIM SHOP US FIRST

•Rickman

Norsworthy

\ 5- Blade, 52" Paddle Fan with Cane
Inserts, Antique Brass,
3 Speed with Reverse

s69
95
We Also Have 21 Styles of Paddle

•

500 S. 4th Murray
753-6450
Store Hours: 7 to 5 Mon.-Fri. 7-2 Sot.

Modernize your kitchen
yourself...and save

Light Fixtures & Accessories

Wholesale Electric Supply Company

Uses of
rasp, file
outlined

CASH & CARRY

SALE ENDS 7-15-85

SHOP US FIRST

Fans In Stock

While You're Here Shop Our

LUMBER COMPAMY,IMC

•

Paddle Fan Sale

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — What is the difference between a file
and a rasp? The dictionary gives us the
technical differences.
What ere want to know Is
what each one should be
used for, but especially
the purpose of a rasp.
A. — The principal
difference is that •a file
is used on metal and
sometimes plastic,
whereas a rasp is meant
only for wood. A file
removes some of the
metal or plastic, but
also makes it smooth. A
rasp removes wood and
is Aot meant fOr
srifhtng it. In many.
cases, you use a rasp for
taking off some of the
wood and then pick up a
file for finishing it.
However, there are
specialty rasps, with
serrated edges, that
permit them to be used
for finishing wood.

• - - • - CHECK OUR PRICE

208 E. Main

By ANDY LANG
according to present- them out of the way. In- elsewhere. The wool can
preferably one with a
AP Newsfeatures
day standards, add a stall insulation behind be obtained by puling serrated
edge, for cutYour attic may not be layer of batts or pipes and ducts.
some pieces from a ting blankets and batts.
insulated at present, but blankets on top of the
Keep a little loose blanket.
And provide plenty of
if you decide to finish it old. But in that case, use wool handy when workPatch any breaks that ventilation in the top
to serve as sleeping insulation that does not ing around windows. It
occur in the insulation part of the attic, at least
quarters — or even only have a vapor barrier. If can be used to stuff cerwhile you are working. two sizable vents and
for partial daytime use you already have it and tain spaces there and
Use a sharp knife, preferably four.
— it must be insulated. It has the barrier,
This is true no matter remove it or slash it
which part of the coun- with a knife and place it
try you live in, since in- in the joists with the
sulation is a necessary slashed side face down.
building material Where it is inconvenient
whether you are trying to use batts or blankets,
to keep a living space pour in loose insulation,
comfortable in either then level it with a rake
hot or cold weather.
or short piece of board.
How much insulation
When you insulate a
to use is determined by wall, fit the end of a
where you live and what 'blanket snugly against
the finished space will the top piece of framing
be used for, a judgment and work downward.
your professional in- Staple the flanges to the
staller can make for sides or faces of the
you. If you do the in- studs, placing the
stallation yourself, your staples about 8 inches
'insulation dealer can apart. Be sure the
advise you on what is blanket is fitted lightly
needed via a chart he against the framing at
Both in Regular Drop and Ceiling Hugger
has. It gives the recom- the bottom. If you need
mended R value, the R more than one piece of
standing for resistance blanket in the same stud
to winter heat loss or space, be sure the ends
summer heat gain. The are butted together
Insulation efficiency firmly. Again, always
ratings are higher than keep in mind that the
thought necessary 20 vapor barrier on the
years ago, but there is a blanket always faces
point of diminishing the side that is heated in
returns, so it is unwise cold weather.
it
to get a higher R rating
There are many kinds
.1
4 4.
than required.
of insulation from which
Attic points which to choose, including
should be insulated in- mineral wool, either
clude between the collar fiber glass or rock wool;
beams, between.sloping _ cellulose_ fiber, verrafters, between the miculite, perlite and
studs of "knee" walls, reflective foil. While not
between the joists of the all of them are irritating
Over 400 Different St les on Displ
floor outside the living to the skin, some are.
space, and in dormer So, it is a good idea to
walls and ceilings.
wear work gloves and a
When an attic floor long-sleeved shirt. Don't
has no insulation, batts smoke while working.
can be placed between When working around
the joists. They need not electric wires, treat
be stapled, but it is im- them with care. Don't
206 E. Main
Murray
portant the vapor bar- try to pull them or bend
rier on the batts be placed face down. That's an
CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES
important principle to
be followed no matter
where you are inAsphalt
Electrial Sale
sulating — the vapor
Roof
barrier always faces the Double Outlet... 39C
Coating
heated part of the house.
Wall Switch
49'
Should some insulation
100 ft. Ext.
already - be in those
Cord
6 98
rafters, but not enough
5 Gal.

'9.99

TR
EA
S
BUILDING CENTERS
759-4026

House
Paint
$ 12.88
2 Gallon

TREATED LUMBER
SALE!
Treated Pins - Outdoor Wood

size

12'

16'

254

1.19

L69

3.89

4.69

WaferBoard

2:11

2.59

3.69

4.39

5.79

'4.39

axe

3.89

4.59

5.79

7.35

1.112

7.19

/
1 4"4 ft. x 8 ft.

-

2x 4

Studs

89°
Economy

First Quality

10.85 14.29

We Offer

90 Days
Same
As
Cash!*

Nam\

Carrier
•

60 yards.

customers will often salespersons and convecross style lines to make nient arrangements of
purchases in a variety merchandise.
of traditions.
"Customers prefer to
As an example of the deal with a salesperson
type of individual who who can advise without
enjoys shopping in dictating," he said.
outlets such as ConMany individuals find
ran-'s, The Pottery the best way to shop for
Barn, Crate and Barrel, home furnishings is by
among others, he cited color families. That's
himself.
why the Gear store
"I have a travertine features one 100-foot
„.231111131,in w hicks_
pearl-handled knives, and fabrics are organizand dinner plates I ed by color. An adjunct
bought at Conran's for .to this arrangement is
$1.50 apiece." The wide an inclusive made-todiscrepancy in cost and measure program so
value of ttiese elements that- those who do not
does not concern him.
plan to. make their own
Among features he home furnishings can
sees as missing from order w.indow
many outlets are ser- treatments, comforters
Vire; knowledgeable and other items.

Insulation urged in finishing attic

_wi.

2 Inch*.

by its displays that its
executives understand
the customer's values
and lifestyle.
A truism of retailing
has been that stores
should hew to one price
line. If they carry expensive merchandise,
they should stick to it
alone; if low prices are
the major appeal, they
should carry only
iferorpr.ice.
'Use_
newer specialty
retailers have found this
is no longer the casa.
'A customer who
spends'$2.50 for a new
soap dish will spend $275
for a platter in the same
shop," says
Kirkpatrick. Furthermore, in today's
mixand-match venri rt.

•
Air Conditioner Sale
5,000 BTU.... $229.95
9,100 BTU. .. $385.95
18,200 BTU
$559.95

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 til 5:00
Saturday
8:00 til 4:00
:
L41S4
•To Qualified Buyers
Prices Good Thru 7 Is

10 Ounce
9"X7'
Wood

.Wrought Iron

Garage Door

169.00
With Glass

Railing

2.88
4 ft. Section

Silicone
Caulk

88°
With Rebate

BUILDING I
TREAsCENTE
IIS

7594026

One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.

Above Prices Picked' Up At Our Store

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES
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OBITUARIES!
Mr. Schroader
dies; funeral
CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn.
(AP) - Hugh G.
on Thursday Parris,
manager of

THE MURRAY LEDGER 0,'TIMES
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Parris named for position VISTA reaching out
ALTERNATIVES TO
ABUSE. What is seldom
understood about
abusive behavior is that
it is in a very real sense
a complusion. Once the
wheels are set in motion, once a parent has
moved past a certain
point of tolerance, there
is very little that he/she
can do to alter the
course of his/her
behavior. Completion of
the act is in a sense programmed. Interrupting
that programming can
be very difficult. The
parent with abuse problems does not know, at
a gut level, that there
can be any release for
.he tremendous tension
he/she feels other than
abusing his/her child.

The need to seek release
in a culminating act of
abuse propels the
parent on a trajectory
that seems to be completely out of his/her
control. Parents who
physically abuse often
report a sense of
physical and emotional
release after the
episode. This is almost
always followed by feelings of guilt and
remorse at knowing
they have caused pain to
a child they_lo.v.e. They
feel a sense of ,desperatIon, too, because they
feel so powerless . to
change their own
.
behavior.
If, in PA, we can help
parents identify the
specific kinds of- situa-

after the Nuclear organizational units :in
Regulatory Commission TVA," he said.
Willis, describing the
released a report
Robert Buriel power and engineering describing the
agency's reorganization as a key
Schroader, 67, Rt. 2, for the Tennessee. nuclea experi
r
ence as Initiative by the TVA
Kevil, was pronounced Valley Authority, today "a sustai
ned and consis- board to strengthen its
dead on arrival at was named to head the tent
history of poor nuclear management,
Lourdes Hospital. agency's troubled
said Parris will continue
performance."
Paducah. He had been nuclear program in a
"The TVA board has to report directly to
stricken ill suddenly at dramatic reorganizainstructed that we him.
his home.
tional move.
Jim Darling,,who had
package our nuclear
He had retired in 1980
Parris will be respon- talent into the most ef- been head of the nuclear
from Union Carbide, sible for manag
ing fective and responsive program within the OfPaducah. An Army TVA's entire &clear efteam possible, that egn fice of Power and
veteran of World War H. fort, including engineeraddre
ss our nuclear Engineering, will
he was a member of ing, construction
and
management issues," become a senior assisPaducah Chapter 7 of operations, TVA
tant to Parris.
the Disabled American General Manag
er Bill
-I am r-orifidont tha t
Robert C. Steffy Jr.,
Veterans.
Willis said in a prepared this move will also
manager of energy use,
meet
Born Feb. 27,
Madeira._ -.36
concerns that the NRC will take over the reCalloway County, he
The move, which ef- expressed 'regarding mainder of the Office of
was the son of the late fectively separ
ates fragmented respon- Power and Engineering,
.Matt Schroader and TVA's nuclea progr
r
am sibility and lack of which inludes TVA's
Dolly Woodall from
the rest of its responsiveness caused coal-fired and hydroSchroader.
power operations, by nuclear activities- be- electric
power
Survivors are his comes
less than a week ing 'tinder several operations.
wife, Mrs. Kathleen
Garnett Schroader; one
daughter, Mrs. Tom
CINCINNATI (API - asked me to do it and I
( Maxine) Wynn, and
Pop artist Andy Warhol, said I would."
three grandchildren,
I-1 E ACES
famous for paintings of
BOBBY WOLFF
Asked if he would re
Michelle Wynn, Robet
Campbell's soup cans tamn the authority
Marvin Wynn and
to
and Brillo\boxes, is tak- keep the portrait from
Maritom Wynn, all of
ing on the Cincinnati being unveiled if he
Paducah; one brother,
Reds' Pete Rose as his didn't like it, Rose said,
-To find a friend one must close
Stanford Schroader, Rt.
NORTH
7-9-A
next
subject.
one
eye
to
keep
"No, I just put all my
him.
two.+
K
QJ
1, Dexter.
The Cincinnati Art faith in War, Warhaw,
Q 10 7 3
- Norman Douglas.
The funeral will be
•A 6 5
Museum has commis- Warhall? What is it? Oh,
Thursday at 2 p.m. in
+742
sioned Warhol to paint a yeah, Warhol. I think
the chapel of Max ChurSuccess of today's game depends WEST
portrait of the Reds' he's a well-respected arEAST
chill Funeral Home. The
upon keeping East from seeing all +7542
player-manager to be tist. Somebody told me
109•
83
Rev. Kendrick Lewis
there is to see. If South tests East •6 2
54
shown at the museum in he did Muhammed Ali."
will officiate.
early, East is unlikely to find the •QJ 9 8
•K 3
September, to cornWarhol "likes
Burial will follow in
•
A
K
8
46Q 10 9 5 3
killing defense.
memorate Rose's ex- baseball, but'l wouldn
the Temple Hill
't
. West leads three rounds of clubs
SOUTH
pected breaking of Ty call him a fan," said art
Cemetery.
•A6
and South ruffs. How shoUld South
Cobb's all-time record dealer Carl Solwa
Friends may call at
y.
•AKJ98
proceed?
..of 4,191 hits.
"He's interested in Pete
•107 42
the funeral home after
If South plays routinely, he
"Do I know who he Rose because Rose is a
4J 6
10 a.m. Wednesday.
draws trumps and cashes three
Is?" Rose asked Mon- superstar and Andy
is
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: South.
spades, discarding a losing.
day. "Sure, he's an ar- interested in.'the
bidding
The
:
diamond. When he finally gets
tist...Ihaven'tmethim superstars of our
.
around to playing diamonds, East South
West
or anything. They just culture."
North
East
knows What to do. The defenders 1• - Pass
3 IP
Pass
must score two diamond tricks, but 4 V
Pass
Pass
Pass
they cannot score them if East
THE
Opening lead: Club king
holds on to his diamond king.
Mrs. Mary R becca
Therefore East wisely jettisons the
Smith, 108, died unday
BID WITH THE ACES
morning at Wet .View
diamond king under dummy's ace
7-9-B
Nursing Home, urray.
and West gets two diamond
South holds
winners for a one-trick set.
Known as "Aunt
Fish sandwich, french fries, cole slaw.
" she h • been a
It's a different story if South.
+7542
choice of 2 vegetables and medium drink
patient
•6'2
cashes the diamond ace before
ocal nurs•QJ 9 8
ing home for several
playing trumps or spades. Because
4AK 8
years.
East must make a critical decision
Her husband, William
before he knows if his partiier has a North South
Chestnut St.
M. (Jake) Smith, four
trick in either major, he is unlikely
1•
753-6034
sisters and four
to find the winning play.
brothers preceded her
After the diamond ace has been ANSWER: One spade. In a five-card
in death.
cashed, trumps are drawn and the major system. one must not bypass
Born March 25, 1877,
spades cashed. •A diamond is then any four-card major in favor of raising a minor suit
in Fulton County, she
surrendered to East's blanked king
was the daughter of the
and East is forced to give a ruff Send bridge questions to The Aces. P p Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
late George Wiley Sams
and a discard, allowing South to stamped
envelope for reply
and Zilinor Smith Sams.
land the game.
Copyright 1985
Mrs. Smith had lived
United Feature Syndicate
in the Cayce area for
most of her life and was
a member of the Cayce
United Methodist
Church.
One brother, Herman
Sams, of Paducah surSENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
vives, along with
several nieces and
nephews including Mrs.
Industrial Average
-3.47
I.B.M.
123/
1
2 -%
Christine Beaver of Air
Products
Jerrico
/s
537
-Ye
201
/
4 unc
Murray, Mrs. Linda Apple Compu
ter
Johnson & Johnson
17% -Vs
. 46% +%
Adams of Paducah, American Teleph
one
Kmart
23%
•11
/
4
36% -Vs
Mrs. Marie Satterfield, Briggs
& Stratton
271/z +/
Mary Kay Cosm.
1
4
13/
1
4 unc
Coston Sams and Harry Chrysl
er
JCPenney
34/
1
2 -%
49 -1
/
4
Sams, Fulton, and H.C. Dollar
Gen. Store
Penwalt
26 •1
/
4
38% +%
Sams, Bardwell.
Dupont
Quaker Oats
38/
1
2 •/
517/ .1/,
1
4
Graveside sevices Durakon
14 unc
Sears
37 -.14
were held Monday at 1- Ford
43/
1
2 -%
Texaco
36%
p.m. at the Greenlea Forum Group
8% unc
Time Inc.
57/
1
2
Cemetery at Fulton. G.A.F.
U.S. Tobacco
35% +'/
361/8
The Rev. Charles Jobe General Motors
70 -3
Wal-Mart
/
4
51 •%
pfficiated.
GenCorp, Inc.
171/4 •Vis
H'endy's
+ Vs
Hornbeak Funeral Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
31 /a -%
7.14
Home, Fulton, was in Goodyear
28/
1
4 +1
/
4
charge of
arrangements.

Artist plans painting

T

Mrs. Smith
dies Sunday
at age of 108
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By Sandra Clayton

tions and feelings which something as physical
lead to abuse episodes as possible: throwing a
we will have begun the ball against a garage
ptocess of breaking door; pounding a pillow
through their program- orturrtiture; going for a
med behavior to give walk or running;
them the toots they need anything that will
to seek alternative ways release tension. One FJA
of handling their anger.. mother reported that for
The specific will be as a. period of time after
varied as the parents she first joined PA. the
themselves - on two only thing that helped
will be exactly'alike.. In was squeezing a full
general', it is relation- milk carton until the
ships with significant milk hit the ceiling!
others that will often Whatever works It may
trigger abuse ( mother, be measy, it may even
father, spouse, etc.). •
be costly - it's still an
PA can help parents improvement over
find behavior alter- abusing a child.
natives which will serve (Parents Anonymous
as a release for tension Manual, 1915)
and anger so that they
The Murray-Calloway
are not compelled. to chapter of Parents
seek r.prease in physical Anonymous office is
abuse, of their children. located in the Murray,
The build-up of tension State University,
preceding an abuse Psychological Center,
episode can be checked 408 Wells Hall. Office
if the parent recognizes, hours are 8:00 a.m. to
in time, - that he/she is 3:00 p.m. Monday
heading toward an through Friday. For
episode. When he/she more information call
does, and when he/she 762-2504. 'Parents
utilizes behavior alter- Anonymous is available
natives, abuse episodes to help with your parencan be avoided. PA ting problems before the
recommends doing problem turns to abuse.

Tony Boyd

32 N. 12th
753-5842

DONUT SHACK
Special

Mobile Homeowners
WE WANT YOURS!

$285

And we have the
rates to prove it.
Call us for a quote, today

-

753-5842

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

WOODMEN BLDG, MURRAY 753-9476

•

Out check will buy, you
10.000 miles in a smooth
riding Renault Alliance 01 in
a European-designed Encore
hatchback It-11 buy 10.000
,miles in an Alliance Convert

STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

ible. Amenca's lowest list
priced convertible. Or in an
exciting Renault . Fuego oi
Sportwagon,
10.000 miles of gas on us
That kind of economy is hatd
to beat "

_

AMERICA'S BEST SMALL CAR PR)TECTION.

GOSPEL SPEAKER
- Winford Claiborne is
the speaker at a gospel
meeting now in progress
at Williams Chapel
Church of Christ,
located west of Lynn
Grove on Highway 94
West. Services will be at
7:30 p.m. each evening
through Friday. July 12.
Claiborne is head of the
Bible Department at
Freed-Hardeman College;Henderson, Tenn.

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
rno•o Ownlps oP
.9, <no
to 74 bplow inc Ipound
435 4343 of 415 4119
e Now Haul Po Grovel

•5 YEARS OR 50.000 MILES
•PLUS REQUIRED
MAINTENANCE PROTECTION

'New 1,43‘; Renault modck idikkled l's
pet gallon Dealer part mpat
From American Motors

! ; \ •.!•Salet t belts s.o.e lives

RENAUIT

NOW IN
PROGRESS

Michelsons
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

HURRY!GAS OFFER ENDS JULY 31st

I

CAIN'S AMC JEEP, INC

Hwy. 641 N.

.•Anharoamax,moNstosiostainsol°1814"1.1.141121teas-e

•
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753-6448
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Murray Babe Ruth 13s win District XI All-Star tournament
By CHRIS EV.ANS
thl-ough thd district
tournament by nipping
Sports Writer
Without a shadow of a Livingston County 8--7 in
doubt the Murray the championship Mon13-year-old Babe Ruth day night at Ty Holland
All-Stars proved that Stadium.
they were the best team
"We didn't play the
in District Xl.
type of ballgame we are
The Murray stars capable of playing,"
completed an said Murray skipper
undefeated surge Eddie Schwettman.

"But a victory is a
victory.,"
.The team manager
was referring to the fact
that his squad had
destroyed Livingston
14-4 Saturday and
previously won big over
Trigg County, 12-8, to
gain the upper-hand in
thetournament. '

Although it may have
been smooth sailing
through the first two
conflicts, the hometown
favorites found that Livingston was much
tougher the second time
around.
Murray picked up an
early lead when Joey
Waller singled and
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TOL- NNE:I CHAMPIONSHIP — (Above) Murray pitcher Kevin Turner
stepped in with the bases full in the second inning, allowed only one run .to
score, and picked up the 8-7 win over Livingston County in the district
.13-year-olds Babe Ruth AU-Star tournament Monday night.( Above) Murray

third baseman Bruce Thurmond (right) gets a late pickoff throw from catcher Robbie Danner as this Livingston baserunner slides around the ensuing
tag.
Photos by Chris Evans

NFL agents plan training camp protest
CHICAGO

AP.1 —
National
Football League's . top
stats. including
Ron
Jaworski, Steve Bartkowski and Dan Hampton, may miss training
camp to protest low
salaries following a
"historic'? meeting by a
group of player agents.
Frank Murtha. a
Chicago agent, said the
players would be protesting an attempt by
NFL team owners to roll
back salaries to 1983
levels
Some

of

the

Abut 30 agents.
representing some of
the NFL's top players,
met at a Chicago hotel
Monday to plan strategy
for countering the
salary slide.
"We concluded our
meeting with a unified
position that we are not
going to accept the
rollback in salaries that
management is proposing," said Murtha. "We
had a historic meeting."
Murtha said the
agents are finding a lot
of resistance this year

as they negotiate conMost clubs open traintracts for rookies and ing camps in mid-July.
veterans.
Murtha, the group's
•
spokesman. said the
He said there are 127 meeting, which lasted
NFL • veterans among for more than six hours,
the 28 clubs who are, or included all of the
will soon be, free agents representing
agents, and NFL rules more than 20 of the
prohibit them from NFL's first-round picks.
reporting to camp if
they don't have a
At this point only 69 of
the 336 college players
contract.
"Until management drafted in April have
mak.es reasonable signed contracts for the
salary proposals, our 'upcoming season, and
clients are not going to just three were chosen
sign contracts," he said. on the opening round.

scored in the opening Inning, but the guests
responded with a five.
run rally in the top of the
second and proved they
were not going to stand
still for another lashing.
- Murray's Chad
Bazzell drilled a standup double down the left
field line to score Kevin
Tucker from 'first base
In the last of the second
and the locals turned on
the steam.
After loading the
bases Murray scored
three more runs on a
base-on-balls to Andy
Rickman and a pair of
fielder's choice plays in
the infield to tie the contest at five.
A silent third inning
gave wai to an even
fourth as each team
pushed a pair of runs
across the plate as the
stalemate continued.
Four consecutive
walks yielded by the se
cond Livingston hurter,
Willie Stamps,. gave the
hosts a single run advantage which endured
for a victory.
With one out and the
tying run at first in the
top of the seventh inning, Murray pulled off a
double play When cat-

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Invitations to participate in the annual
Mayfield All-Star Tournament, July 15-20, have
been extended to teams
from the Murray Calloway Kentucky
League.
Members of the first
All-Star team, coached
by David Carr and Darrell Ramsey Sr., include
Russell Adkins, Michael
Carr, Wesley Cogdell,
Scott Diers, Trent Gibson, Steven Gresham,
Adam Grogan, Brent

Keller, Tony Khajavi,
Jeremy Lattimer,
Derek Plummer and
Darrell Ramsey Jr.
Members of the second All-Star team,
coached by Steve
Grogan and Joe Sherrard, include Damon
Cahoon, Chad Caldwell,
Mitch Downey, Hoppy
Duffey, Todd Earwood,
Darren' Gantt, Jeremy
Grogan, Jayson Kelly,
Timmy McGrew,
JEremy McKeel, Aaron
Pasbrick, Dan Seymore
and Brennon Williams.
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Sale

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY

Sale Prices On All Our
Lawn & Garden Tractors and Accessories
-Baggers-Thatchers-Log Splitters-Disc Cultivators 8. More
Trade in your used mowers at this sale.

LINDY SUITER
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Major League Baseball Glance
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
St Louis
17 32
New York
45 35
Montreal
46 36
Chicago
423$
Philadelphia
36 44
Pittsburgh
27 52
West Division'
San Diego
48 94
•
I,os Angelek
43 aft
Cincinnati
41
Houston
41 41
Atlanta
35 45
San FranciSco
31 51

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
Pct. GB
596
563 24
214
.551
525 514
450 11 14
942 20

Toronto
Detroit
New York
Baltimore
Boston
Milwaukee
Cleveland

585
544 314
519 54,
500
438 12
378 1-7

California .
Oakland
Kansas City
Chicago
Seattle
Minnesota
Texas

Monday's Games
Chicago 6, San Diego 3
San Diego 11„ Chicago 4
Loa Angeles 4. Pittsburgh 3
Atlanta'?. Montreal-I
New York 7, Cincinnati 5
St Louis 6, San Francisco 1
Philadelphia 7, Houston 4
Tuesday's Games
San Diego IShow 7.5, at Chicago ITrout 7-4
Los Angeles Honeycutt 9.7, at Pittsburgh Rhoden
5

New York iGooden 11-31 at Cincinnati i Soto 8-8i
Montreal )Smith 0-3151 Atlanta 1Perez 0-61
San Francisco i Laskey 1-101st St Louis 4Cox 9-4)
Philadelphia (Gross 7-7) at Houston iKnepper 8-41
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Wednesday's Games
San Diego at Chicago
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh
New York at Cincinnati
Montreal at Atlanta
San Francisco at at Louis
Philadelphia at Houston

60 92
45 34
43 343
11 38
41 40
se 42
243 54
West Division
47 34
42 39
41 39
40 38
41 40
36 43
31 51
Monday's Gaines

Pd. GB
610
570 34,
544 541
51s
506 814
462 12
325 23
580
519 5
513 554
513 5t4
506 6
456 10
378 1611

Chicago 9. Detroit 4
Cleveland 4, Texas 0
Minnesota 7, BalUmore 4. 10 innings
Kansas City 5. New York 2
California 3. Milwaukee 2. 11 innings
Toronto 4, Seattle 0
Boston 2, Oakland I
Tuesday's Games
Chicago (Burns 8-61 at Detroit (Terrell 9-41
Texas oHooton 4-21 at Cleveland )BiyleVen 7-8)
Minnesota iSchrom 7.71 at Baltimore (D Martinez
7-51
Kansas City (Black 5-9) at New York 4Guldry 10-3,
Milwaukee Haas 7-4 at California (Lugo 3-11
Toronto (Filer 0-0) at Seattle Young 7-9)
Boston (Boyd 9-71 at Oakland iBirtsas 4-2)
Wednesday's Games
Kansas City at New York
Boston at Oakland
Chicago at Detroit
Texas at Cleveland
Minnesota at Baltimore
Milwaukee at California
Toronto at Seattle

ESE.
•

McKeel Equipment Co. ,
MURRAY - 503 WALNUT - 753-3062

AMERICAN LEAG1
BATTING i 195 at bats) Ft Henderson, New York. 367.
Brett. Kansas City. 350. Boggs.
Boston. 395, .P.Bradley, Seattle.
316, Molitor, Milwaukee. 315
HOME RUNS - Fisk, Chicago.
21. Kingman, Oakland. 21, Brunansky. Minnesota, 18. Presley. Seat •
tle. 18. D.Evans, Detroit. 17. K Gibson. Detroit. 17
STOLEN BASICS - R.Hender
son, New York, 87: Pettis, California, 30, Butler. Cleveland, 25, Collins. Oakland. 25: Moseby. Toronto.
23
PITCHING 17 decisional Guidry. New York, 10-3. 769, 173,
J Howell. Oakland, 8-3. 727, 1.83.
Acker. Torontih, 5-2, .714, 266,'
Cowley. New York, 7-3, 700. 342.
Key. Toronto. 7-9, 700, 2.50
STRIKEOUTS - Morris. riktrott.
100, Blyleven, Cleveland. 96
IVATION Al."ALAMO":
BATTING
195 at bats)" McGee St Louis, .350. Heir.
St Lou I s .
837, Guerrero. Los

Angeles. 310; Gwynn
." , San Diego,
,410. Cruz. Houlton, 307.
HOME RUNS - Murphy: Atlanta, 21. Guerrero, Loa Angeles. 20.
J Clark, St.Louis, 15, Parker. Cincinnati, 14: Foster, New York. 13
STOLEN BASES - Coleman.
St Louis. 56. Lopes, Chicago. 33,
McGee, St Louis. 33, Rectum, Cincinnati. 30. Samuel. Philadelphia.
21/

PITCHING
decisions) Hawkins. San Diego. 11-2, .846, 3.36.
Andujar. St Louis. 15-3, ,833. 2.37.
Darling, New York. 8-2, .800. 2.56.
Goodell. New York. 11-3. .786. 116.
Reuschel. Pittsburgh, 7-2, 778, 2 10
STRIKEOUTS - Gooden. New
York, 137; Ryan, Houston, 119.
alenzuela, Los Angeles. 113.
J.DeLeon. Pittsburgh. III: Soto.
Cincinnati. 106

disabled list Ancalled Ron
Merldith, pitcher,from Iowa of the
American Association Asked For
reacquisition walvers for Larry
Gum, pitdmr.
CINCINNATI REDS - Announced that Marge Schott, owner.
will assume the title of beam prima.
dent and Bill Bergeeeh. general
manager. will ammo the Ude of
execuUve vice president

pos
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The Associated Press
Someday, Joaquin Andujar may rival Larry
Cheney and Milt
Gaston. In the meantime, he's happy to be
the top winner in the
major leagues.
"I wanted the shutout.
You know I wanted it,"
Andujar said Monday
night after leading the
St. Louis Cardinals past
the San Francisco
Giants 6-1.
Andujar, 15-3, had
given up 12 hits but still
had his shutout intact
before walking pinchhitter Rob Deer with the
bases loaded and two
outs in the eighth. Andujar struck out Ron
Roenicke to end the
threat.

Sports Transactions
Mohdey's Sports Transactions
Dy Th.Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
OAKLAND A'S - Announced
that Tommy Joan. pitcher, has
agreed to lotri the team.
atetionert.eague
—
CHICAGO CUBS - Placed Rick
Sutcliffe pitcher, and Gary Matthewl. outfielder, on the 15-day
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Record eludes
Cards' Andujar

Major League Baseball Leaders

Modes 444
446 )n6 448

Models ioe
110 and /16
8 hp 10 hp
and 16 hp
lawn 'OCIOsS

753-8355

Major League Baseball Standings

Open Till 6 p.m. every night Mon.-Sot. except Thurs. Closed the 4th.
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Wednesday night
against McLean County.
The game should begin
a,t. approximately 8 p.m.
The winner of the
District I tournament
will advance to the state
tournament' which
begins July 29 in
Owensboro,
Depending on the
weather and the
elimination process, the
district tourney should
conclude either Friday
or Saturday night.
GIRLS SOFTBALL
Upper Division
Tanya Murdoch rip-,
ped two home runs,. including a grand slam, to
power the Dirty Dozen
past Misfits. 21-12, in upper division softball action Monday night at the
city-county complex.
Ann Greenfield also
hit two homers and a
double for the Dozen
while P.J. Chadwick
and Mary Ann Todd
paced Misfits with dual
4-for-4 performances.
-Swifties backed
Becky Bloem's winning
pitching and two
doubles with triples by
Tammy Garland and
Cindy Garland in a 9-6
victory over Cokettes
Monday. Chris Carmode
hit a triple in the losing
effort.
Preps overcame
Royals, 12-8. as Stacie
Barber pitched the win
and Vicki -Woods hit a
double. Both Lisa Rexroat and Cindy Spann
went 3-for-3 for the
Preps while Stephanie
Vanover hit a triple for
Royals.
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LITTLE LEAGUE
Murray will host the
Southern Regional,
District I Little League
All-Star baseball tournament which begins
Wednesday at the citycounty park complex.
Four teams will be in- '
volved in the doubleelimination playoff
beginning with a 6 p.m.
game between Marshall
County and Deer Creek
(Ky.).
Murray try to defend
Its district championship in the second game

SCOREBOARD
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Local Summer League Baseball

77,44t,

StriPe

cher - -Robbie Danner
made a superb catch
against the backstop to
get the batter out on a
pop foul. Danner then
alertly fired the ball to
first for a force out on
the base runner who had
been caught attempting
to steal second.
Kevin Turner picked
up• the win after inheriting a one-out, bases
loaded jam in the second from starting pitcher Bruce Thurmond.
The reliever pitched out
the inning by fanning
three Livingston batters
adpd allowed only one
run to score which was
credited to the starter.
Turner completed the
final six frames wah six
strikeouts and gave up
four free passes for his
second winning decision
of the tourney.
The win assures Mur-.
ray a seat in the area
urnament which
egins this Friday in
opkinsville.
"I think we will be
real competitive in
Hopkinsville," said
Schwettman. "This
same group of boys
finished fourth in the
state last year (in Little
League all stars).''

Larry Cheney and
Milt Gaston? In 1913.
_with the Chica4ro Cubs,
Cheney set the Major
league record for the
most hits ever given up
while pitching a shutout
— 14. That mark was
tied by Gaston, with
Walshington, in 1928.
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Spend A Buck's future
in racing undecided;
'retirement on horizon
NEW YORK (AP)
Spend a Buck's return to
and future in racing are
not definite, but plans
for the Kentucky Derby
winner's retirement are
set.
"An assessment will
be made at the end of
this year as to whether
or not Spend a Buck will
race next year," trainer
Cam Gambolati said.
If the 3-year-old colt
doesn't race after this
year, he will be retired
for breeding on William
S. Farish's Lane's End
Farm at Versailles, Ky.
Farish has purchased- a
share of Spend a Buck
for an .undisclosed sum
" from owners Dennis and
Linda Diaz, it was announced Monday.
Spend a Buck will con-'
tinue to race in the
Hunter Farm colors of
the Diazes.

As for his next start,
Gambolati thinks it will
be the 1%-mile Haskell
Handicap July 27 at
Monmouth Park.
Spend a Buck will
make the final decision,
Gambolati said, when
he works seven-eighths
of a mile under regular
jocky Laffit Pincay Jr.
between races next
Tuesday at Monmouth
Park.
If the $12,500 yearling
purchase does start in
the Haskell, it would be
his first race since winning the 1%-mile Jersey
Derby at Garden State
Park May 27. With that
victory, Spend a Buck
earned a $600,000 winner's purse and a $2
million bonus offered by
Garden State for sweeping the Cherry Hill Mile,
Garden State Stakes,
Kentucky Derby and
Jersey Derby.

Disc-dog catchers
urged to compete
CADIZ, Ky. — All
owners of disc-catching
dogs are being urged to
enter their canines in
the Gaines Ashley Whippet Invitational on
Satfirday, July 13 at 1
p.m.
The Lake Barkley,
State Resort Park
Recreation Department
will host. the annual
competition for disccatching dogs.
"We • encourage all
owners who have trained their dogs to catch
Frisbee discs to join the
fun and compete," says
Bill Stevens of the
Recreation Department. "We also
welcome spectators.
This is a marvelous opportunity for families,
sports enthusiasts, and
present and potential
dog owners to witness
some of the fun of dog
ownership and to see
calline athletes in
action."
- The Invitational is
named for the late
Ashley Whippet, the

three-time World Champion, celebrated canine
athlete, tv and film star,
and is sponsored by the
makers of Gaines Dog
Foods because they
share Americans' love
of dogs.
There is no entry fee.
The event is open to any
dog who can catch a
Frisbee disc. It is not
necessary for it to have
competed previously or
to have a qualifying
score.
A team of officials will
judge the canine contestants on their catching and leaping ability. The winner will
receive an official
Gaines Ashley Whippet
Invitational T-Shirt.
Each contestant will
receive a speciallyminted Gaines Ashley
Whippet Frisbee disc
and a commendation
certificate.
Additional information about entering is
available by contacting
the Recreation Department at 924-1171, ext.
191.

six to go free on their promise to appear at an upcoming court hearing. No date has been set.
Failure to show up at that hearing means the
men would have to pay the federal government
$1,000 each as forfeited bond and could be charged with felonies for failing to appear. Steinberg
said.
The arraignments resulted from the FBI's
three-year undercover investigation of alleged
race-fixing at tracks in Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky. The'investigation incLuded cooperation
with Canadian authorities who were probing
alleged race-fixing at tracks in Canada, and the
probe is ongoing, authorities say._
The FBI code-named its investigati,on
"Stewball," after a horse named in a ballad.
Pleading innocent Monday were Charles
Castleberry of Cincinnati; Carpenter, 40, of
Greenville: Justice, 34, of Hamilton; Dale
Hamilton, 28, of West Carrollton; Mike
Radabaugh, 36, of Laurelville; and Lewis Jack
Russell, 46, of Monroe, Mich. They were indicted
June 28 in Cincinnati. - Authorities have identified Castleberry as a
former track cook-employee at Lebanon and
Latonia. The others were drivers, trainers or
both, federal authorities said.
Russell is charged with traveling in interstate
commerce from Ohio to Kentucky to fix a July
11, 1984, race at Latonia Race Course in
Florence, Ky., near Cincinnati. Castleberry,
Hamilton. Carpenter and Russell are charged
with conspiring to fix that race. Russell allegedly'
contributed bribe money and Hamilton accepted
a bribe to influence the race outcome,the fecleral
indictment charges.
Cattleberry, Hamilton and Justice are charged with scheming to fix an April 12, 1984, trifecta
at Lebanon Raceway,45 miles north of Cincinnati. Carpenter, Hamilton and Radabaugh
allegedly conspired to fix a tvifecta race. at
Latonia on May 23, 1984, with Hamilton and

Radabaugh also being accused of accepting the
bribes.
Carpenter and Hamilton also are,eltarged with
trying to rig a trifecta race last Nov. 1 at
Lebanon.
Another horseman named in some
• of the indictments, George Williams Jr., 22, of Lebanon.
died June 26 — two days before he was indicted
— at a Lexington, Ky., hospital from complications he suffered after undergoing a stomach
operation. Criminal charges are retired against
an individual who dies,' U.S. Attorney
Christopher Barnes said.
Russell's lawyer, Charles Burke of Livonia,
Mich., said he understood that an undercover informant who went by the name of'Jim Robonts
posed as a horse owner during the probe. In
February, the FBI declined to confirm Robonts'
employment by the agency when an Associated
Press reporter asked.r
The "Stewball" investigation also prompted
federal indictments in Columbus and Toledo.
Eight defendant's were arraigned in Toledo last
Friday and entered innocent pleas.
The Toledo indictments alleged that racefixing occurred in Raceway Park in Toledo. The
Columbus indictments accuse Russell and
Theodore Blake of Monroe. Mich., of transmitting wagering information about professional
football games. All of the 15 people indicted were
charged as a result of the race-fixing investigation, the FBI said.
Each of the sports bribery counts carries maxpenalties of five years in prison and a
$10,060 fine.
Russell was the only defendant named in all of
thg indictments, federal authorities said.
FBI agent Terence D. Dinan of Cincinnati said
he had no figures on how much the alleged racefixers made or how much bettors wagered on los
ing horses in fixed races. The indictments involved only harness racing, but thoroughbred racing 4also is being investigated. Dinan said.
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Reg. 139.95

Take the beat to the street! Listen to tapes, record off-the-air or
"live" with built-in mikes. Stereo-Wide® dramatically enhances
stereo realism. Cassette has soft-touch controls. Auto-level for
perfect-volume recordings.*.
-- Batteries oxtra
14-711C

AM/FM Stereo Cassette
STEREO-MATE by Realistic

Reg. 99.95
Built-in tuner, Dolby' B
NR, auto-stop, metal/
Cr02-normal tape bias
switch. #14-1022
Batteries, headphones extra
'TM Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp

Receiver With Headphones
STEREO-MATE & Nova'-34 by Realistic

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
representing

American and Internationattrayeltime

ON I. Y
With Garlic Broad
Salad 59 Extra

Inside Dining Orily

June Special!!! 10% DISCOUNT on ALL
PARTS and LABOR (Repair Shop OnlyNot Valid on Counter Parts Sales)

Hatcher Auto Sales, Inc.
515 South 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-753-4961
Lincoln-Mercury, Toyota

Read the Want Ads Daily
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Die-Cast Speaker Sale

Clrinette®-114 by Realistic

Minimus'-7 by Realistic

Cut 40%

99P,

extra

Low As $20 Per
Month on CitiLine*

Reg. 159.95
Use instant-loading
Program Paks, or
write programs in
BASIC. Graphics,
so
o2r3
136
effects.

Micro LCD Travel Alarm
By Micronta'

Cut
40%

—Rev-139.95 —

Reg. 49.95 _
Only 7" high, yet delivers amazing bass
and brilliant highs. 4"
woofer, 1" tweeter.
Black, #40-2030. Silver, #40-2034

Stereo Cassette/Receiver
SCR-2500 by Realistic

777
With Carry Pouch

Reg. 12.95

Only 7/32" thin! Slips easily in pocket or.
purse. Snooze button, backlight, loud
alarm, swing-out stand, am/p.m. indicators With battery. #63-704
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- WATTS PER CHANNEL MINIMUM RMS INTO 8 OHMS
FROM 20-20 000 Hz WITH NO MORE THAN 0 5% THD

Save
$60

13995

Low As S20
Per Month
on Caine•

Reg. 19995
Two of the most-popular components in one
terrific package, Dolby B NR.- 431-1995

VHS and Beta Videotape
SUPERTAPE by Radio Shack

Cut
31%P•0
8
Reg. 9.95
VHS T-120

Beta 1-750
Gives you brilliant colors, superior picture-definition and wide-range
sound. Come in and buy
all you need—no limit!
.
#44-499/475

•

On Drinks

Check Your Phone Book for the Itedsellseek Store or Dealer NearestYou

1

99 Special For Kids 1

Wednesday 11 AM 10 PM
flo (C111 t 001 Ott.%

THE REAL Riff
MERICHTPRICE.

$60 Off

R095

Programmable security
code prevents unauthorized usa of your line.
Auto-gals up to 16 telephone numbers. Switchable Touch-Tone/pulse
dialing . #43-550
F'cc registered

HIM
$4,75

TOYOTA PAFTS AND SERVla

161< Extended BASIC bry Radio Shack

ET-400 by Radio Shack

Italian Spaghetti
Special

GENUINE TOYOTA

POycne

Two Built-In Condenser Mikes

Popular Color Computer 2

Pair

lave

411b) AIR

17"-High Speakers

Reg. Separate Items 44.90

Cordless Telephone Cut 36%

laInback valve

WIrlao

29Each

Low As $20 Per
Month on CitiLine*
Copy personal
tapes, record off
radio, phono or
"live" with optional mikes.
#13-1217

2495

Our smallest AM/FM
stereo receiver is just i/2"
thin! Headphones weigh
only 2 ounces. #12-115,
#33-1000 Battemes extra

Doutie stage fit encv 64emer$3 50

159

Cut 44%
For all your T-osrel Re5ervotIons Coll

OIL FILTER

TOYOTA

With 5" Woofers
And Solid-State
Tweeters

Dual-Cassette AM/FM Phono

Save $40 Save $8
5995

GENUINE TOYOTA

11 SALE.

Portable AM/FM Cassette With
2-Way Speaker Systems Slashed 43%

Save$60

GENUINE
MYOMMRTS

Hurry in Today for
Big Savings on Our
Exclusive Electronics!

Radio Shack
SCR-15 by Realistic'

wt.'? at

•

'

home for this piste.

revolving credit from Citibank Pavrneht may vary depending upon
A DIVISION OF TAND`f CORPORATION
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Entrapment examined in race-rigging trial
CINCINNATI (AP) — Lawyers for six men
who pleaded innocent to federal charges of rigging hoise races say they are investigating
whether federitil agents lured the defendants into
the alleged wrongdoing.
Michael Brandt, lawyer for Keith Justice and
Perry Carpenter, said Monday he hopes to learn
more when federal prosecutors inform him of the
evidence against his clients.
"That's a possibility. I've said that before,"
Brandt, of Grove City, Ohio, told reporters when
asked whether he thought the FBI entrapped his
clients. Two other defense lawyers said .they
were also considering using entrapment as a
defense.
Five horsemen and a former racetrack cook
pleaded innocent Monday in Cincinnati to federal
charges they participated in bribery schemes
designed to alter the outcomes of 1984 harness
races at two racetracks in Ohio and Kentucky.
11.S. Magistrate Robert Steinberg allowed all
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Kentucky News In Brief

•

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP - Ron Geary. who surprised Democratic Party officials when he announced he was running for mayor of Louisville
as an independent, said he is dropping put of the
race.
Geary, who serves aa calainet secretary to Jefferson County Judge-Executive Bremer Ehrler,
said on Monday that recent polls showed him
behind Detnocratic nominee Jerry Abramson
and RepubliCan Bob Heleringer.
Ehrler and Geary. both Democrats, had decided to run as independents in February for county
judge and mayor, respectively.:Ehrler plans to
remain in the race.
Geary said he will support Abramson and
WAIT-tor-and plans to remain as cabinet secretary
until the end of the year, when Ehrler's term
ends.
Geary had served as revenue secretary under
former Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
--- HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. ( AP) - Prosecutors
say they might seek a murder indictment
against an accused bank robber whose alleged
accomplice was .shot to death' by police during
their arrest
Montgomery Connty (Tenn. ) Assistant
District Attorney General Wade Bobo said prosecutors will consider the murder charge before.
ti grand jury meets Aug. 6 to consider evidence
against Perry D. Caudle.
Caudle, 32, was one of three Hopkinsville men
who allegedlY robbed a branch of the Commerce
Union Bank in Clarksville, Tenn., on June 28.
Caudle was arrested in a Montgomery County
cornfield with Robert Dale McKee, 31, who was
killed by a sheriff's deputy after allegedly
threatening to shoot arresting officers.
:Under Tennessee law, a murder charge can be
brought against 'anyone involved in a crime
where a weapon is used and someone is killed.
, Bobo would not comment.on whether prosecutors would seek a similar charge against the

Parents may face criminal charge

third suspect, Freddie Douglas Montgomery.
Montgomery, a Hopkthsvilte firefighter, surrendered the day after the robbery and is being
held in Nashville on a federal bank robbery
charge.
PARKERSBURG, W.Va. (AP) - Sentencing
has been scheduled July 19 for Michael Cadwallader, who was convicted of first-degree
murder in the death, of a 61-year-old South
Carolina man.
Cadwallader was being held without bond
Monday in the Wood County Jail. A jury last
week found him guilty without mercy, making
him ineligible for parole.
Cadwallader, 26, of Lafayette, Ind., was Convicted of shooting Donald Workman Quinby of
Spartanburg, S.C., in February.
Quinby's body was found lying face down in a
creek in the New England Ridge Road area of
Wood County on Feb. 28.
Prosecutors alleged that Cadwallader and
David Deskins, 20, of Ashland, Ky., killed Quinby. then used his car and credit cards.
Deskins has been charged with murder, police
said. He was recently apprehended by police in
Daytona Beach, Fla., where he was being held
Monday.
---*LouisviLLE,-Ky. (AP) - Bill Carneal, a
retired Owensboro businessman, will serve as
finance and fund-raising chairman for Sen.
Wendell Ford's re-election campaign.
"I have entrusted this major responsibility to
Bill because as a successfull businessman he
understands the necessity of adequate financing." the Kentucky Democrat said Monday in a
news release.
A Murray State graduate, Carneal retired in
1983 after 34 years with Texas Gas Resources in
Owensboro, where he was senior vice president.
His political background includes two terms_on
the Owensboro City Commission.

UK study finds drop in birth rate
LEXINGTON, Ky.
I AP - A University of
Kentucky research
team says it has found a
dramatic decline in births in an eastern Kentucky county that had
one of the nation's
highest birth rates 25
years ago.
The report Monday
also disclosed that the
most widely used
method of contraception
in the studied county is
sterilization.
Nearly all of the
women in the study (407
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MADISON, Ind. (AP)
- The Jefferson County
prosecutor was
awaiting autopsy
results today before
decidh
whether to
press for arges In the
overheating eath of a
2-year-old Kentucky boy
left alone in a car for
two hours.
Prosecutor Merritt K.
Alcorn said Monday he
was awaiting autopsy
results before deciding
how to proceed with the
case. A spokesman for

him said the decision
The boy was prowas expected to ,.be nounced dead at
made this morning.
Children's Kosair
Hospital in Louisville by
Lewis Ross, 2, of the Jefferson County,
Radcliff, Ky., died after Ky., coroner's office at
being left in a car while 9:45 p.m. Sunday.
his family watched the
Madison Regatta
A Kentucky state
hydroplane race on the medical examiner,
Ohio River. The car was George Nichols, ruled
parked near the Monday that the toddler
Madison-Milton bridge died of hyperthermia,
over the Ohio, Alcorn the overheating of the
said, while body (associated with
temperatures were in dehydration and
the mid-80s.
vascular collapse.

SPRINGFIELD, Ky.
(AP)-- Public reaction
against a proposed
Union Carbide plant
that would handle toxic
PCBs led-to votes by city and county governments asking that the
plant not be built in Springfield, officials say:
Washington County
Fiscal"Court and the city councilaroted Monday
against the $10 million
plant, which will help
remove PCBs, or
polychlorinated
biphenyls, from electrical transformers.
"They were just
scared of PCBs," Mayor

Dwight Wright said.
"We had to vote it
down."
The council's
unanimous decision was
supported by the local
chamber of commerce
and the industrial
board, Wright said.

to buy the news service,
which has sought financial protection under
federal bankruptcy law.
The creditors' committee met for about six
hours Monday in a
private session in the off ice of Jule,s
Teitelbaum, the committee's attorney. Two
attorneys for the
unidentified group of investors spent slightly
less than an hour with
the committee.
"We discussed the
terms of our clients' offer," said one of the attorneys, Richard Beatty. "It was just a question and answer
session."
Beatty said he and
colleague David
Rubenstein, members
of the Washington law
firm of Shaw, Pittman,
Potts & Trowbridge, did
not tell the creditors the
names of the investors.
"We listened to them.
No comment,"
Teitelbaum said,

Shave met to hear details
of an offer by an unidentilled investment group
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41 Cover
42 Candle
44 Spanish article
46 A month
48 "Ship of the
desert"
51 Profound
52 Bother
53 paid notice
55 Repeals
59 Insect egg
60 Bodiekof water
62 Impolite
63 Devoured
64 Goddess of
youth
65 Cook slowly

1 Pound down
5 Region
9 Health resort
12 Sandarac tree
13 Wheel tooth
14 Decimal base
15 Cylindrical
17 Symbol for
tellurium
18 Rodent
19 Alight
21 Prophets
23 Upright column
27 Myself
28 Sources
29 Hint
31 Spigot
34 Italy: abbr.
35 Weirdest
38 Note of scale
39 Insane
1

2
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Judge-Executive
Bourbon Elliott said
court members, most if
The court sponsored a
them farmers, feared
public hearing last week
the plant could pose a
and many speakers
potential hazard to
questioned the safety of
farms and livestock in
the proposed plant.
the area.
Elliott said public reac"We think it could be tion was a factor in the
hazardous," Elliott court's unanimous
said. "We don't want to decision.
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Hazle said. She said,he
is eating solid food and
no longer needs his diet
supplemented by liquids
through a feeding tube.
Dr. William DeVries,
the implant surgeon,
believes that
Schroeder's speifth "is
better than it was prior
to his moving to the
apartment in April,"
she said.
Schroeder received
his Jarvik-7 heart Nov.
Z.
His only living peer at
take any chances."
Audubon, Murray
Springfield and two Haydon, 59, continues to
other Kentucky towns recover from surgery
had been listed by state and post-operative comofficials as possible plications, Hazle said.
sites for the $10 million
plant, which will help
remove PCBs from electrical transformers. It
would employ about 30
people.
.LegaI
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Donna Hazle said Monday. "No date has been
set for his release from
the hospital but the
discussions are continuing," she said.
Schroeder, the longest
living human recipient
of a mechanical pump,
Is now walking in the
halls with assistance,

leaving him unable to
speak and with partial
paralysis. He had to be
readmitted after living
in an apartment near
Humana Hospital
Audubon for a month.
Schroeder went for a
50-mile drive in Indiana
over the weekend in a
specially-equipped van,

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - Artifical heart
recipient William
Schroeder has taken
another van ride to Indtana and is regaining
his strength and speaking ability, a hospital
spokeswoman says. Schroeder, 53, suffered a stroke in May,

Unidentified investment group bids

' 50? WI-10 CARES?
WI-4Y' NOT? FORGET IT!!
OH YEA1472ROP CEAr!il

The parents
discovered the child was
not breathing when they
returned to the car after
two hours, Alcorn said.
The boy was taken to
King's Daughters'
Hospital in Madison
with a- temperature of
108 degrees, a low heart
rate, and no sign of
breathing, he added.

Schroeder ciantinues to improve

were interviewed) had Developmental Change for the county studied
used birth control said, "We've known for was 43.1 births per 1,000
methods at some time a long time fertility was population, compared
and 4 out of 5 who were declining in eastern with 22.7 for the nation,
not pregnant during the Kentucky compared Ford said. Now, the rate survey period were then with studies in the early is 16.8 births per 1,000
population, compared
using contraceptive 1960s."
Among the ,reasons with a national figure of
methods.
The surveyed
' county for the decline in bir- .15.8 percent.
In-depth interviews
wasn't identified thrates, Ford said, are
because specific ques- better roads and com- with women and comtions were asked about munications, people munity leaders showed
sexual behavior, the migrating out of the that they strongly favor
community and the in- not only the use of famiuniversity explained.
Speaking for the crease in the number of ly planning, but also sex
NEW YORK (AP) research team, Dr. women working outside education in junior and
senior high schools, the Creditors of United
Thomas Ford, director •the home.
Press International
In 1960 the birthrate report said.
of UK's center for

"NESE ARE SOME
NOTES IM PREPARING
SO I'LL BE READY _

The " child's 'father,
Lewis Ross, is a soldier
In the U.S. Army stationed at Fort Knox, Ky.

9 Thoroughfare •
,10 Fruit
11 Emmets
16 Pendant
ornament
20 Determined
22 Printer's
measure
23 Formally precise
24 Jot
25 Behold!
26 Regret
30 Hold in high
regard
32 Toward shelter
33 Young salmon
36 Free of
37 Meddles with
40 Lower in rank
43 Symbol for lead
45 French article
47 Stop
48 Scene Of first
mIracle
49 Mine entrance
50 Whip
54 Scottish river
56 Hard-shelled
fruit
57 White House
;inftisIs
58 Stath
61 Hebrew month

COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY
TRANSPORTATION
CABINET
DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO
CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be
received
by
the
Department
of
Highways in the
Auditorium ldcated on
the 1st Floor of the
State Office Building.
Frankfort, Kentucky,
until 10:00 a.m..
Eastern Standard
Time on the 26th day
of July, 1985, at which
time bids will be
publicly opened and
read for the improvement of:
CALLOWAY
COUNTY,F 641.11221,
FSP 018 0641 007-010:
Twelfth Street in Murray from Sycamore
Street to Utterback
Road, a distance of
2.540 miles. Grade,
Drain, Bituminous
Surface and Signals.
VARIOUS COUNTIES,
BRNBIX
00S(13), FSP 121 SW
85, CONTRACT B:
Various Roads in
District 1. Posting of
-Off System County
Bridges.
The Department of
Highways
hereby
notifies all bidders
that it will affirmatively insure that
in
any
contract
entered into pursuant
to this advertisement,
Disadvantaged
Business
Enterprises/ Wom en's
Business Enterprises
will be afforded full 1.
opportunity to submit
bids in response to,
this invitation, and
will
noir
be
discriminated against
on the ground of race,
color, or national
origin in consideration
for an award.
Bid proposals for all
projects
will
be
available until 9:00
A.M.,
EASTERN
STANDARD TIME:
FRIDAY, JULY Z,
1985, at the Division of
Contract Procurement. Bid proposals
for all projects will be
available at a cost of
$8 each and remittance payable to the
State Treasurer of
Kentucky must accompany request for
proposals
(NONREFUNDABLE ).
BID PROPOSALS
ARE ISSUED ONLY
TO PREQUALIFIED
CONTRACTORS.
• Specimen proposals
for all projects will be
available to all Interested parties at a
cost of $8 each (NONREFUNDABLE).
Specimen proposals
cannot be used for
balding.
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CLASSIFIEDS
1
Legal
T, James H Jenkins wM
no longer be responsible
for any debts other _then
my own as of June 12 1985.
James H Jenkins

3

Card of Thanks

9. §ituation

Wanted
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24. Miscellaneous

34. Houses for Rent •
1_331.ALI.,-„Itoulle, living
room, bedroom, kitchen
* bath. Also, 5 bedroom. living room, kitchen, utility room & 2
bath. Phone days 502.
885-7436, evenings 7537728.
1 BR, 2 bath, partially
furnished house. No
pets. $200 per month
plus deposit. References required. Call
753-9213.
•

46. !tomes for Sale
BY owner, 'brick house
on quiet street, on I•rge
wooded lot. 1st floor has
2 bedrooms, appl1anc1111,
living morn with cathedral ceilinifs &
fireplace. Lower floor
has 2 bedrooms,
fireplace & partially
furnished. Both floors
may be used as single
family or either floor
may be rented. Phone •
753-3593.

49. Used Cars
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
1973 FORD 1-wheel FENCE sales at Sears
drive, $1250. 1257 Chevy now. Call Sears 753-2310
Painting
2 dr., for trade or sale. foe free estimate for
Interior & exterior.
Call 136-2582.
your
quality work Corn 1976 BUICK Skylark,
petitiva_Aisai. Insured
V-6,
2 dr, 73,000 miles, REPAIR. 16 years ex2.Notice
Over 16 years •4
ac, stereo. Best offer. perience. Carpentry.
persence. Call Ralph
49-2312 after 40 m
concrete, plumbing,
PRIVATE
1979 OLDS Cutlass rooting, siding. NO JOB
Worley 759-1050.
Supreme, 2 dr., black, TO SMALL. Free esSWIM
DWA Y Truck
P
priced for quick sale. timates. Days 753-6973.
10. Business Opportunity
Wash, Highway 041
INSTRUCTION
Carl after 5p.m. nights 474-2276.
North Call to find Out
FOR sale Home and Bus- 27. peoode Homes for sow
762-2550.
tan-TERING by Sears.
our summer specials.
Mess. Grocery store with
1980 BUICK ,Regal, Sears continaaps
utalso..?*.kruv,Delco
iv
renirlt
-"Kul %.14 _T
c
• !:•••
loaded,
house.
cleaff. tersr, • Batteries; 31rrrW5 -and
condition, well insulated, 1400.
rge
C.
Call
136-2482.
dcrate
..nt4c,,l,f-Lc.
a.ttiarLs•
oupSe.c..
Call '
reasonably priced, excel- Call 759-1399 after 5p.m.
en 1980 FIREBIRD, excel --Stars "153-2310 for ife, ;""Akajlatr, 8A8ness
preferred, $225 mo. with II V In5
prff'
791'15217 -home
with wood burning lent
lent location. Ovirner is 1979 14x60,. 2 RR- Par- equal deposit. Call
753-9786
condition, loaded estimate.
753759-1151.
fireplace. 20x40 garage, with
retiring. Don't let this tially furnished. Excel- 6406.
IFTSE
extras, T•tops,
TMvn in
pond. State Line Rd.
opportunity escape `you. lent condition, $6200.
BEDROOM house
by Sears. TVA ap- STUMP REMOVAL
sharp car. Call 759-4573.
west of Hazel, Ky. Call
Call 1-382-2479.
753-1362 or after 5p.m. near
SERVICE
Tired of
NEED INFORMATION
Graves &
1980 Honda Accord, 4 proved. Save on those
753-0918.
REGARDING LOCAL SERVICES
Calloway Co. line on 498-8749 or Moody door, original owner. high heating and cool- unsightly stumps and
14.
Want
to
Buy
FOR PERSONS WITH
1983 BUCCANEER, 121, located in Ben Realty Co. 901-642-5093.
mowing around them?
Phone 471-8084 after 5pm. ing bills. Call Sears
MENTAL RETARDATION,
10' or 12' WIDE mobile 14x60, 3 BR, 1 1/2 bath, DeField Subdivision. 2 NEED to move. Price
753-2310 for free We can emove any
1984
CALL 442 7121
AKAZDA
R X7 5stump and leave a fresh
home. Must be in good 21 acres. 1 1/2 miles bath, garage, garden Reduced HOUSE and two
estimate.
or 1 800 592 3980
condition and reasona- from 2 resorts. Phone spot, $300 per month lots. 3 BR, dining room, speed, air, stereo, low JOINER'S Tree Ser- seed bed with no damA service of the Western
mileage,
charcoal gray.
436-2972.
bly priced. 753-1566.
KentucktRIF9M1IS1 Mental
5. Lost and .Found
rent 'plus deposit. Call kitchen, living room and
vice 30 years ex- age to surrounding
Health Mental Retarckstion
Yi AUTOMATIC pistal 1983 ELCONA 14x70, g anytime after 6p.m. utility room. 2 storage $9,900 firm. Call 1-527- perience. Also bucket lawn Larry Wood 753LOST
1
Jr. tennis Call 753-7419
puildings, carport, grape 7985
Board Inc
BR, 1 1/2 bath, extension 489-2882 or 489-2557.
after 5p.m.
truck for hire. Call 0211.
racket- Wilson Rally Jr.
vines and berries vines. '78 BUICK Park
onto living & dining area.
SUMMER is here.
753-0366.
102 SHINGLES- $17.98 and cover, has name on 15. Articles for Sale
Fireplace, $17,000. In- 1 BR house, great room, Price $21,500. Phone 492- Avenue, 85,000 mi., all LAWN
Bring your mowers
mower
&
tiller
sq.; 7/8 roofing nails- cover- $t .rack; Justin
power, nice, askitng
quire at F-2 Coach'
basement, all con- E1492.
'repair. Call Wayne or f riding & push), tillers, •
$11.00 box. Mid-South Rouse. Lost either at GE harvest gold re- Estates.
13800.
Call
after
LETS
6p.m.
make
a
deal.
1
veniences. 1 year lease,
Kim Wilson 3 miles S. chain saws, small enWholesale; 342 East Murray High School frigerator. Must sell.
1984, 14x70, 10 months old. no inside pets. Re- BDRM house near Un- 753-7275.
gines and welding to
on 121. Phone 753-5086.
Washington; Paris; 901- Court or Murray $225. Call 753-3069.
iversity.
43,000.
'78
CUTLASS,
Owner
black LICENSED
Moody's Repair for
INTERIOR door units- Lots of extras. Call 753- ferences & deposit, $550
642-2552.
Country club. 753-8393.
Electrician
financing
with
.
753-3006
factory
9644.
T -tops,
their tune up and overa month. Call 753-8731.
COSMETOLOGY by LOST: 2 long handled Lauan- $30.00; Birchevenings.
lettered tires & 350 for residential and
LaDora, a new hair truck wash brooms on $40.00. Mid -South /Axe° ON 3/4 of an acre LARGE 4 BR, 3 bath, PRIM reduced on new engine. Gooyf condition. commercial. Heating haul. Cherry Corner
3200 sq. ft., newer
and air condition, gas Road, 753-5668. Free
salon. Cuts $5, perms 641 North. Reward of- Wholesale; 342 East shaded lot, 1 mile from
downtown Murray/ house, close to town. 3 BR house. Extra nice- Call 753-5159.1
installation and repair. pickup & delivery. Work
- $25, shampoo/set $5, fered. Business phone Washington; Paris; 901must
be seen to Ap- WANTED, Good older
Briggs & Stratton. 3 BR,2 Call 753-6035.
Guaranteed.
642-2552.
Phone 753-7203.
manicure $3.50
753-8521, home 759-1151.
preciate. Can 'secure' model 9 passanger station
bath, large living room,
TREES trimmed or
753-0658. Closed Wed.
LOST acqumarine and REGRIGERATOR. family
financing for qualified wagon. Call 753-1566.
room & dining
removed. Also, yard
diamond ring. Reward. harvest gold area,
Aluminurn
buyer. Call 753-3903.
central ac & heat, 36. For Rent or Lease
work. Experienced.
Lost in Bel Air. Center. Westinghouse, 20 Cu- ft. w-to-w
carpeting, par. nave excellent lot on Ky WALL 2 bdrm., large 50. Used Trucks
Free estimates. Call
Seryi
Co.
Friday. Call 408-8324 or with ice maker. Good tially furnished,
& sun 121 By Pass next to kitchen, tiled bath, 1971 CHEV. 4 wheel dr.,
436-2690.
condition. Call 753-6173
Alumin
a vinyl
753-6986.
deck. Quality country Clarks Clothing and aluminum siding, in long wheel base truck,
siding
WHITE female Huskie or 753-8813.
oat
trim
living at a reasonable Showcase for Retail bus- city, near hospital, ex- $1500. Call 492-8320.
work,. •
type dog, wearing USED Maytag washer, price. Reduced by $3,000.
mos.
iness. Will build and lease tra side lot. Shown by 1978 CHEVROLET
brown collar with tags, olive color, $150. Call Call 762-6287 or 753-9445.
Call Will Ed 'alloy,
appt.
only.
$15,000.
753for suitable tenant. Call
pickup, V-8, automatic
Gatesborough & Johnny 753-2550.
0157.
753-0649
2 BR trailer includes 753-3567.
PS, PB, and air. Nice.
Robinson Rd. area. Call VANITIES- $40.95 and refrigerator
& stove
MITCHELL Paving.
call 753-8124 or 753-9181.
up. A-grade comqdes753-6931.
home- extraordinary
partially furnished with
'84 CHEVY Silvered°, Sealing striping, repair
$49.95 . Mid -South
home in a distinctive
Free Estimates
underpinning on 3 lots. 37. Livestock-Supplies
loaded, 26,000 miles. & complete asaShalt
Wholesale
;
342
East
6. Help Wanted
Call 753-3322.
HAY in field Wed., area. Four bedrooms, 3 Call 753-8555.
Installation. All jobs,
759-1983
Washington; Paris; 9012 BR trailer, good square bales, Timothy, baths, 2 decks, central 974 FORD
EASY ASSEMBLY 642-2552.
large & small. Call
window
van,
gas
heat
plus
woodRed
clover
Andltion, $3500. Call
'TREE work. Complete
Orchard
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
cyc. stick -shift. Call 753-1537.
after 5p.m. 759-4040 for grass & Lespedisa. stove, large walk-in 759-9512
Guaranteed payment. 16. Home Fi.woitatings
MOWING. Also, hauling removal, topping, tri
or 753-0366.
closet
dressing
and
Before
area
5p.m. 753-7743,
more information.
No experience/no 1974 GRAND Prix,
and yard work. Re- mming & stumps re
new TRAILER for
off master bedroom. 51. Campers
sales. Details send self- tires $500 . Can
sale. after 5p.m. 753-3992.
asonable rates, good moved. Insured. tall
be seen at 12x60, see
Phone
Kopperu
d
753-0211.
Brandon Dills REGISTERED Polled
addressed stamped en- 405 S 10th.
1976 DODGE Maxi-Van references. Call Jerry
Murray Ky.
Hereford Bull, ideal size Realty, 753-1222.
Trailer Court. 753-9104.
.velope; Elan Vital- 332,
WET BASEMENT? We
759-9661.
Camper
bershiti. Take over
LIVING room suite,
Conversio
n.
for Angus Breed. Call
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
NEED work on your make wet basements
Fully
table & six chairs. Call 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
payments. Call 502-376self-conta
ined,
47.
Motorcycles
436-5324.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
only 46.000 miles. Must trees? Topping, prun- dry. Work completely
2722.
morning or
LOCAL Mayfield Co. 753-3560
1977 HONDA GL 1000, see to appreciate. Call ing, shaping, complete guaranteed. Call or
10' or 12' WIDE mobile
753-5897 night.
now taking applications
removal and more. Call write Morgan Con
dressed. Call 753-7388.
home. Must be in good 38. Pets-Supplies
-.762-2556.
Do Something Nic
for sales re- WASHER and Dryer, condition and reasona- ARC female
ROVER'S TREE struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
1179
YAMAHA
651
;
.1
WILDERNE
Collie,
$300.
4
SS
26' 1976.
Refrigerator $200.
For Yourself.
presentatives for
bly priced. 753-1566.
mo. old, looks like Special, great condi- used very little, air, SERVICE for Pro- 409A, Paducah, Ky
Call 753-9232
Murray area. Excellent
2 OR 3 BR, furnished, Lassie. Call 489-2377 or tion. Call 762-4792.
Call BIBLE CALL
furnace, sleeps 8, new fessional tree care 12001 or call 1-442-7026.
pas; structure. No ex- 19. Farm Equipment
WILL haul white rock,
AC/natural gas. Shady 436-5835.
1980 HONDA, 250 Trail awning. Call 753-7309 753-0338.
759-4444
pense, will train. TranOD
Oaks 753-5209.
b specialist, sand, lime, rip rap and
work or 435-4.444 home.
FOR sale' baby ham- bike. $400. Call 759-9749.
A
Farmall tractor,
Children's Tape
sportation required.
cell g fans, electrical, masonary sand, coal,
NICE 2 BR trailer near sters,
1984 SHADOW, extra
Must be 18 yrs. of age or hydraulic lift, PTO, Murray. No pets. Prefer 3711. $3 ea. Call 753- clean, 2 helmets,
plu bing, fencing. You dirt, gravel, fill sand.
759-4445
$1650. 52. Boats -Motors
older. Apply in person plow, disk and cultiva- couples. Call 489-2611.
na e it. I do it. You Call Roger Hudson,
FREE Kittens, 10 weeks Call 753-8237.
It FT. aluminum fishimmediately to. 313 S. tor. Good condition.
old to good home. Call 1985 YAMAHA Hopper, 4 ing boat and trailer. 16 buy, I install. You 753-4545 or 753-6763.
7th St., Mayfield, Ky. BOA offer. Phone 901- 29. Heating and Cooling
months old. Still under ft. walkthru windshield break, I fix. Call 436after 5 PM 753-9384.
NO CREDIT
247-5524 after 5p.m.
42066. •
warranty,
T1SED
Call 759-9609.
Fedders
and trailer. 18 ft. 2868.
air
CUSTOM
hay
bating,.
CHECK'
laWrt.:1-GH Product
condition
er,
22,000
Wedding
walkthru, 120 h.p., inlarge
round
bales.
also
distributors needed.
LIMITED OFFER MC VISA
49. Used Cars
BTU's with 220 volt, 40. Produce
board- outboard and
Photography
Company *almost 100 wheat cutting. Call 474Recrever d MasterCard or Visa
$100. Call after 5p.m. JUNE -Apples. Call 1939 PONTIAC 2 dr. trailer. Honda 500. 3
years old. Membership 2796.
753-8298
credit card regardless of your
*Boxing
489-2467, Tucker Or- Coupe, restorable con- cycle trailer. All in
Eitt,USON 20 tractor, 753-2977.
$8 per year. Good
past credit history or present
CARTER
STUDIO
*Farming
chards
Landfill
road.
excellent
condition.
16641
dition,
$1200. Call 759marital status
income. Discounts up very good condition, 30. Business Rentals
300 MAIN ST., SUITE 13
SWEET corn for sale, 1750.
Ryan Ave.
INo Savings
*Barn Posts
excellent for small farm
front. 901-644-9107.
Account Required.]
1 North 3rd Entrance
$1.00
18 FT. V-hull with 4
dozen.
BUILDIN
Call
489-2322
G
for
rent
1965 tHEVY II, Nova,
RECEPTIONIST, work. Call 753-3387 after
*Fence
or
489-2392.
cylinder
GUARANTEED'
between
Chevy
Buckingh
inboard
am
cylinder Station Wagon,
general office work
PAINTING -Paper
Posts
2300.
Ray
Call
and
753-1205.
Dor-Mae
SWEET
For Spplication call
Shop
corn for sale. straight shift. Call 436GOOD farm wagon and
experience only. Must 5.m.
hanging commerical or
1977 CHECKmAVE- 41i1 residential, Free es*Treated Lumber
CREDIT
be poised & possess manure spreader. Call in Dixieland Shopping $1.25 dozen. Call 489-2696. 5377 after 5 pm.
Center on Chestnut St.. SWEET corn for sale, 1968 CAMARO. $2400. I/O SS prop. timates, References.
1 800 637 6680
excellent telephone 753-1265.
*Metal Roofing
25
skills. Job requires 7117177WCWIFET.7 next to MSU Campus. $1.00 dozen. Call 382- Call after 4p.m. walkthrough wine - years experience,
(toll free)
*Farm
Hardware
•
2,000
sq.
ft.,
central heat 2762, 489-2292.
shield, in good condi- Tremon Farris 759-1987
typewriter, copy ft. wheel disc. Good
753-4696.
& air. Available July 8. SWE..6.1 corn for sale, 1969 VOLKSW
MURRAY Tailor Shop is machine & filing skills. condition. Call 759-1816.
ROOFING, Plumbing,
AGON tion. $5000. Call 759-4652.
Call 753-3018.
ready Wed., nice ears Bug, good condition. '1978 20' Harris Deck Siding, Additions,
not going out rif business: Send resume,. & salary
$1.00 per dozen. Call Call 436-5330 after 6p.m. Craft, seats 12 people, Painting, General CarThey are open 8:30 to 4:30 requirement to 'P.O. 24. Miscellaneous
31. Want to Rent
tandem axle trailer pentry. P.A.
489-2402.
Monday thru Saturday Box 1040-F, Murray, 18 Ft diameter pool.
or weekends.
Molony Co
and located under the Ky.
1969 VOLKSWAGON with electric winch. 753 - 8628 . Free
Complete with equip- MSC professor & family
Evinrude
outboard.
In
ItECRUlTElt private ment. Call 753-2383 after seeking nice 4 BR, 2 41. Public Sales
Framers Gallary.
Fast Back wreck. 'To
Estimates.
bath home
excellent condition. Call
Call
vocational school ex- 5pm.
,..
GENERAL maintenGIANT yard sale. Bus- sell for 'engine trans- 759-9367. after 6 PM.
753-4173.
Industrial Drive
panding
in
this
area. -1 / 2"x 4' x 1 2
DAILY CAR RENTAL
mission parts, $300. Call
ance, roofing, painting
20 FT. Renell, 6 cylinder
1 WO or three bedroom iness books, clothes, 753-0151 or 762-2054.
Murray. KY
Full time or part time SHEETROCK
etc.
20
LONG TERM LEASE
yrs.
experience.
$5.95. home, Murray
shoes,
beds, chests,
inboard. Good shape.
area, Apposition available. For This week only.
Phone 759-1099
1972
CAPRI,
good
runFree
estimates.
MidCall
dressers
, bedroom
ASK GENE
prox $200 per month. Call
Caj.1153-4618
interview call South Wholesale
; 342
suites, couches, chairs, ning condition.- $450 or PNTOON boat. 24 ft., 474-2330.
AT
1-965-2332.
East Washington; after 2pm, 489-2722.
refrigerator, ranges, best offer. New timing new deck & catpet.
DWAIN TAYLOR
WENDY'S Restaurant Paris; 901-642.2552.
dryers, suntan oil & belt, good battery, good metal rnof, 33 hp John32. Apts for Rent
is now accepting ap- 454' TREATED
CHEVPOLET
lotion at $1.00 & $1.25 breaks, clean interior. son motor, A-1 condition
lattice
plications for part time panels- reg.
$17.75- on 1 & 2 BR apt. near bottle, antiques. Some- 474-8884.
753 26 17
with new trailer.
day & evening positions. sale $16.50.
Mid-South downtown Murray. thing for everyone. 1972 CHEVY Nova, 901.247-5397.
Apply in person at Wholesale; 342
Adults,
only.
Call
7532-door.
Call
753-7516
.
Trash & Treasure, 806
East
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
SAILBOAT, 11 ft. Snark
Wendy's Wednesday Washington;
after 4p.m.
Paris; 901- 4109, 762-6650, or 436- Coldwater Rd. 753-4569.
Jim Suiter & July
"Mayflower" complete
R. CUST_O_M_WOODWORKING
10th 2p.m -4p m
2844
.642-2552.
1972 VW Beetle body, 126 with trailer
and ac4
Jerry Henry will
3
1
.
or
•
4
BEDROOM
Real
'1014
Estate
lower
Hp engine with dual car-. cessories.
8 FT. solid oak show
Holds up to 3
'II VI AFIS
•
case & hot dog steamer. flat & 2 bedroom RANK of Murray & Fm berators. Call 7536724 or 4 adults. Call
be
in
our 9. Situation Wanted Call
SOLID WOOD CABINETS S.
duplex, Murray. 492•
753-6266.
H.A. repossessed pro- after 5 pm.
WM clean your house
753-9752.
RAISED PANEL DOORS
8225.
showroom
perties. Other listings, 1977 CHEVY Malabu
FillOOM fixtures,
or office. Have excellarch • Ook • WoRtoi • Cherry a
APARTME
NT
located -f Murray-Calloway Co. Classic Station Wagon
qUPICASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
sink, commode,color
& 53. Services Offered
from 6:30-8:00 lent references. Call tub,
block from downtown Realty, 304 N. 12th
KITCHEN.CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
pink. Call 753-8378.
St. Whirlpool washer. Both
after 6p.m. 759-1762.
CUSTOM
ALL
shops
BUILT
type masonry
& sevices. Call 753-8146 or Ron Talent In excellent condition.
FURNITURE
FURNITURE REFINISHING
Mon., Tues., IliPLL do house clean- BEST offer on these
work, block, brick, • COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By / Soo Owe DIsofoy •
753-9251 days or 753-0662 753-9894.
Call 753-960.
ing, experienced, de- items: wood burning nights.
Thurs., Fri.
concrete,
•
driveways,
OPPEITUD Realty 1977 CUTLASS Supreme
pendable, references. stove, freezer,' small 1 or
1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
sidewalks, patios, house
2
BEDROOM
.
Also,
PURDOM
offers
Harley
and excellent Oldsmobile, V-6, air,
Davidson
Call 753-6043.
foundations. 25 years e•••••••••••••••••••.•
motorcycle, car top tent sleeping rooms. Zim- selection of quality power brakes & power
experience. Free esMOTORS, INC. WILL stay with elderly or for
merman
-apartments
,
S.
homes
with over 200 steering, tilt & cruise,
camping, walnut
sick, 5 nights a week. Call
• Olds Pont Cad Buick
16th, 753-6609.
properties currently of- 350- transmission. Real timates. Call Charles
753-4590 for information. dining table, pool table, LARGE
Barnett 753-5476.
1 bedroom fered for sale. For all good condition.
bunk beds, old bikes,
JERRY
ATKINS
& ASSOC.
Good references.
192-8613.
Mom. my sas,
WA S id.Immo
heat pump, equaliter Apartment. Stove, re- your Real Estate needs 1977 PONTAIC Ventura, 4 APPLIANCE REPAIR trailer hitch, homem- frigerator, Air Conditio- phone 753-1222, or visit door,V-6, automatic, AC, Factory authorized for
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
Tappan, Kelvinator and
ade sailboat, some fur- ner, private, One block our office at 711 Main.
$1000 or best Offer. Call Brown. Service on gas
& Circle A Fencing)
niture. 753-7276 after from Hospital. Available
753-6451 before 5pm.
and electric ranges.
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
August 1st. $135 month. 46. Homes for Sale
5p.m.
1978 CHEV. Caprice microwaves, disAluminum & Vinyl Siding,
GREAT books of wes- Call 753-1987.
16 ACRES more or less, Classic Estate wagon, hwashers.
reLARGE extra nice. 2 BR 3 br.
Soffit & Trim Work,
tern
world,
complete
house
&
2
br.
July 13 Through July 20
loaded. Recently, aver - frigerators, etc. Earl
furnished apt. Also, 1 BR mobile
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
set. Call 759-1816-,
home. out build- hauled. Excellent con- Lovett, 354-69'56 or 753-Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
Horse Show -July 13
HEAVY duty equip- apt. near University. Call ing & pond, 1/2 fenced dition.
5341.
$2,256. 759-4756.
ment hual trailer. Call 753-9468 or 753-2967Aluminum Carports-& Patio Covers
at Coldwater. Call 489- 1 9 78
Harness Racing -July 19 & 20
APPLIAN
CHEVRO
CE
LET
436-5330 after 6p.m. or ONE bedroom log duplex 2224.
Aluminum Screen Room EnClosures
SERVICE
pickup,
.
V-8,
automatic
Kenmore.
apartment, 1 year old. 1900 DOWN,
weekends.
Tractor PuH-July20
FENCING
$132 PS, PB, and air. Nice. Westinghouse,
bed lift, $200 no pets, 3 miles East monthly buyes 4 room call 753 6124 or 753-9181.
--Chain-link•Split Rail•Farm*Privacy
Whirlpool. 23 years
electric lift chair, ad- of town. 753-8848.
house with garage.
Financing Available Phone 753-8407
experience Parts and
justable walker. Call
large lot, Hazel, Ky. 1978 CUTLASS.
single or married Great starter home ,or Supreme, V-8 305, air, service. Bobby Hopper,
753-3108.
couple, $125 month, $75 rental property. 901-247- tilt, power windows, pb._ Bob's Appliance Ser
RAILROAD ties,
ps. Call 192 8855 after vice, 202 S. 5th St.
5633.
grades. $7, $9 & 112- Call deposit. Call 75S-4808.
Business 753-4872. 436.
5p.m.
TAKNG
applicatio
ns
753-2905 or 435-4343.
BY owner, 3 BR brick, 1
5848 (home).
1978
GRAND
Marquis
for
Section
8.
Rent
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
baths, den, living room.
SEARS custom central
Brothers &
alr conditioner. 21/2 Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 dining room combina- Mercury, all power, Sons. Siding, gutters,
OFFERVG:
good
mileage.
gas
BR.
Apply
Call
Hilldale
tion, double garage,
ton (29,000 BTU) $250. 2roofs, replacement
Automobile
14 inch 10 ft. New Flex Apts., Hardin, Ky. central heat and air 759-1816.
windows.
30 yrs. exE qual Housing Price $67,500. 753-7456.
Homeowners
1978 MARK V Lincoln,
Duct $20. 759-9896.
perience.
Free esOpportunity.
local car, less than timates.
Fire
(502)362-4896.
30,000 actual miles, all
Life
To Settle
15X17ES
33. Rooms for Rent
Window
Cleanthe extras,. immaculate
•Term ing Service. Call 436-2845
WHIRLPOOL
An
Estate
condition Call 753-3807
ROOMS for girls or
Universal Life
or 753-9873
3 BR home, -partially
Air Conditioners
boys near university.
or after 6p.m. 753 8477.
•Guaronted Issue
DENNIS
McClure
con'furnished at Lakeway
Call 753-8148 or 753-9894.
1979 CUTLASS Supreme
5,000 B.T.U.
For Free Analysis & Quotes •Senior Citizens
struction, roofing,
Shore. $34,900
SLEEPING roomn air
Ltd., light blue, excel painting,
$4.00 Per Week
plumbing. inCancer
404 South 12th Street
conditioned. 1610 Farmer
lent condition, new terior
Call after 5 p m.
or exterior.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
10,000 B.T.U.
s
Ave. Call 3p.m.-8p.m. 759tires, IQVI mileage. Call Phone
,753-3525.
502-382-2689, Rt.
4952.
759 4005, 753-1953.
$6.50 Per Week
1, Sedalia.

Coach
Art Heinz.

Card of Thanks
The family of
Mrs.
Bernice
Morgan wish to express their sincere
thanks and appreciation for food,
flowers, cards and
expressions of sympathy. We also wish
to thank the singers
from W,9at Munray
Chureand Gail Johnson,
minister and all the
nurses in the Long
Term Care Unit of
Murray Callciway
Hospital. May God
bless all of you.
• The Family

COMPLE-TE horne_repair or remodeling,
plumbing, tree trimming or removal. Ala%
will buy timber. Call
753-8568.
DEPENDABLE Mother
will babysit in my home
or yours. Call 437-4243.

SE.A.SabLETI---11rawnottoak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks, Call John Boyer
753-0338.
WHIRLPOOL refrigerator. 19.5 cubic
feet, like new. Call
between 8a.m.-5p.m.
753-2621.

7 ,
:4sr

needs.
miAL

nicrr

REGENCY

10 Channel
Scanner with
Antenna.
$125.00
Call
753-6298
after 6 p.m.

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

rwrzrr-mre-mi-n-oug

Tzrir-TrATE-T In mern,

FARM
LUMBER

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

eriurrs

•

BALLARD COUNTY FAIR
LaCenter, Ky.

34

nYDRAULIC

SMALL-aF---nuEr
m
ro

Murray Tailor Shop is
not going out of
business. They are
open 8:30-4:30, Monday through Saturday.
Located under Frame
Village.

Sweet Corn For Sale

$1.00 A 'Dozen

- •

11
/
2 miles South of
tAffin Grove
Open.7 a.m.-10 a.m.,
4 p.m.-8 p.m.
435-4131

Hopkins Insurance Agency

nYARS

Call
r. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

18,000 B.T.U.
$8,25 Per Week
25,000 B.T.U.
$10.75 Per Week
(With Approved
"
Credit)

,64E
Aucir to as gig
S-rs.v&the.-r

Rudolph
Goodyear
721 S. 12th
753-0595

EST 14 T es.

s-

I -ibs41-841S1

ESTSkT1 -

Ilsei

est.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 309.60
Opened
Today
315.60
Up
6.00

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
5.95
Opened
Today
6.03
Up
.08

Compliments of

GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
(NI t I'IL-

733 7113
We buy Gold. Silver 8. Diamonds
Hours: 10• Daily. 12 5 Sundoy
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JOE SMITH

CARPET CENTER
753-6660 •
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TUESDAY, JULY 9, 1985

State's first Visiting Teachers Institute
scheduled for Murray State University
Governor Martha Layne Collins has announced that teams of
teachers and principals from
° seven high schools have been
selected to attend Kentucky's
• first Visiting Tt.achers Institute,
to be held July 14 through July 26
during the Governor's Scholars
Program at Murray State
University.
Governor Collins and the
Governor's Scholars board of
directors established the Institute
this year as a pilot program. It is
designed to encourage high
'schools to earic.b....their cunt
--ric. ulum
- and to help teachers expand their understanding of their
own and other academic
.disciplines. Institute participants
will share in the resources and
activities of the popular Scholars
l'rogram during its final two
weeks and activities of the
popular Scholars Program during its final two weeks and benefit
from personal consultation from
nationally prominent curriculum
experts. - To be selected for the Institute,
teams of three teachers and a
principal from the same high
school submitted proposals for
either a complete course or a
course unit that would improve
some aspect of the school's curriculum. All proposals are required to be interdisciplinary —
to cut across several fields of
knowledge.
"Imagination and creativity
were considerations," Governor
',Minns said. "but we were seeking content that would develop
the students' understanding,
broaden their knowledge, and

.....101*••—•,,•••••L

help them develop critical thinkLusby. English; Don R. Cassity,
ing 'Skills — all goals also of the
political science.
Governor's Scholars Program."
Walton Verona High School:
DEAR ABBY: I read your column
Teachersand principals will be
Frank Lyons. principal: Michael
about mate nurses,and having been
In residence at MuiTay for two
Capek, English; Bill Freeman,
one for the last 13 years, I must
weeks. Each will receive a $400
biology; Larry McKinney, Gifted comment.
stipend and free room and board.
Program teacher/coordinator.
you
Did
know
that male nursing
Those selected to attend and
Curricular proposals submitted dates back to 1190 when the Tebtonic
the subjects they teach are:
by the teams that will be
Knights were founded to care for the
Bowling Green High Schocil:
developed include:
wounded during the Crusades? Also,
W.A. Franklin, principal: Danny
*Creative Man and His during Biblical times, the Knights
L. Spillman. computer programEnvironment
of St. Lazarus were founded to tend
ming; Betty S. Reece, data pro•An Interdisciplinary Ap: the lepers.
cessing; Patsy Sloan, history and
I have had to face a great deal of
pronch besigned to Determine,
government.
Measure and Understand the In:- prejudice while practicing my chosen
Danyttte • Higtr S2t1Oolt Don
profession.iNo,l didn't ever want to
fluence of Putlic Opinion on
Turner, principal; Virginia
Social, Political and Economic be a doctor. And yes,. I care for
Ragland Biles, English; Garry
female patients just as a female
Institutions.
nurse would.)
Franklin, biology; Judith Irvine
*Nuclear
Power
Play:
Dickey, English.
I feel that I am rendering a
Humanity's Heaven or Hell?
humanitarian service regardless of
Fern Creek High School,
*Technology Today and
whether the patient is man or
Louisville: J.V. Reschar, senior
Tomorrow: The Psychological
woman, rich or poor, black, white or
principal; James D. Leach, Effect as Related TTIrough
yellow. My wife, who is also a
algebra/chemistry;
Judith 'Literature
registered
nurse, has been very
Lazar, psychology:. Evelyn
*Introduction to Social Studies supportive. I realize that
I am not
Vaughn, English.
*Career Education. A unit us- alone and Must do my part to bring
Lexington Catholic High
ing the library, guidance office the male nurse to an equal footing.
School: Ann Mucio, assistant
and English department.
Until recently, the armed forces did
principal; Melanie Stamper,
*James Lee Howard, of Centre not grant equal rank or pay to male
physical science; Joy Famularo, College, dean of the Governor'
s registered nurses although our
English,
Scholars Program at Murray, training was identical. (Female
Washington County High
will head the Visiting Teachers nurses enjoyed officer status autoSchool: William Harden, prinmatically. Male nurses did not.)
Institute at Murray. William
cipal; Nancy Tatum, English;
So here I stand, heterosexual and
Price,- professor of secondary
Katherine Fields, English; Susan
proud to be a nurse and a man.
education at Murray State
Simpson, English.
University and past president of Physicians. God bless them,spend a
Woodford County High School:
the Kentucky Association for relatively short period of time with
Bruce D. Bissmeyer, assistant
Gifted Education, is serving as their patients, but nurses are -there
around the clock, faithful advocates
principal; James D. Tuttle. special consultant for
the of the patients'
rights and needs.
history and Spanish; Allyson
Institute.
Thank you, Abby, for an op-

Male Nurses Carry
Out Their Duties in
Face of Prejudice
By Abigail Van Buren

portilnity to air my thoughts.
- RAYMOND EARL STANFORD, 'Ch ild molesters,r‘perverts, wife
• beaters, etc. were men"—women can
R.N., SAVANNAH, GA. also
be child molesters, perverts,
husband beaters, etc., right?
DEAR NURSE STANFORD:
Su,..in conclusion.it doesn't really
Well said. My mail these last few matter who takes care of you when
weeks has been filled to over- you're sick as long as you receive
flowing with kudos for the male proper medical attention.
nurse.
NURSE'S DAUGHTER
Read on for a letter that says
IN JAPAN
it all:
DEAR ABBY: A word of advice to
your readers; Should you find yourDEAR ABBY: What's all this static self as a patient with a
nurse who is
about whether (Jr not a male nurse a male, please
judge him on his
should care for women patients in professional skills.
"intimate situations"?
In all probability he has chosen
I am a taxi driver, and Nr. tWo his career with a great
deal of
separate occasions I assisted in thought. After all, how
many
delivering a baby. And how about mothers tell their
little boys that
all those policemen who have done they hope they
will grow up to be a
the same?
nurse'?
When a woman needs help, false
NORMAN GREGORY, R.N.
modesty goes out the window.
DEAR ABBY: I couldn't believe
•
the letter from "Lois in'New York,"
•
)MY NICKNAME NOW) who wrote, "If I had to go to a
hospital, I'd give strict orders-not to
DEAR ABBY: I can't believe the send me a male nurse
to
prejudice of some women toward me a bedpan. (I would even give
sooner be
male nurses.
looked after by the cleaning woinan.)Women are fighting for equal - The gall of-that woman!
If Lois
rights and want to be accepted in a should go into cardiac
arrest when
man's world, but they don't want the cleaning woman
and
mtn in theirs. How about equality nurse are the only people a male
around, I
for men'? I am a young woman, but I hope the cleaning
woman knows
am personally more comfortable with whether to administer
epinephrine,
a male doctor than a female doctor. lidocaine or atropine, since
she'd
Who knows? The female doctor could rather have the cleaning
woman
be a lesbian, right?
look after her than a male nurse.
And as for "Lois.- who said,
L.B. IN S.C.

Crass...
(e'ont'd from page 1)
residents to contact their local
legislator and urge their support
of the Governor's education
plan.
The Prichard Committee, in
its support of the Governor's
plan. is also advocating an "expanded and enhanced program"
with a total of eight documented
preferences.
The Governor's proposed plan
would increase the state education budget by about seven percent, but the Prichard Committee is asking for a larger increase needed to "support real
reform."

Correspondent...

7

•

(Cont'd from page 1)
He denied trying to take away
from being an American, but
urged the Scholars to have a
respect for all Americas .from
the Arctic to the Antarctic.
"If you think you are 'the'
American, then you're wrong.
, Did you know there is more than
one United States?"
Dick
pointed out that Mexico.
Venezuela and Brazil are also
The United States of."
"We become. isolated at- our
own peril," cautioned Dick. He
recommended ways to over_ come the isolation.
Learn to read, write and speak
Spanish. Dick said. Or, he told
them, Spanish is not the only
language in Latin America.
Portuguese is spoken in Brazil.
"The point is, become bilingual.
"Don't neglect your native
English, though.
"Don't fall victim to-the 'bangbang' hysteria of journalism."
Qick explained that the civil
ivars in Nicaragua and El
Salvador have been opportunities for quick stardom for
Journalists.

JUST BECAUSE OSYELLOW

, •# " '

DOESN'T MEAN IT'STHE
SOUTH CENTRALBELLYELLOW PAGES.
So don'ttake a risk on getting a sour deal. Make sure
you're advertising in the South Central Bell Yellow
Pages.The Real Yellow Pages.
It goes to just about everyone who has a phcine.
The South Central Bell Yellow Pages is the book
people in Murray count on for complete,reliable
buying information.
When you advertise in the South Central Bell
Yellow Pages, you won't have •
to worry about getting a lemon.
But you will get plenty of
expert help. With 75 years of
experience behind them,our
representatives from L.M.
Berry& Company can show
you how to put the South
Central Bell Yellow Pages
to work for your business.
So don't be confused.
Make sure you're advertising
South Central Bell
in the Real Yellow Pages
Yellow Pages
from South Central Bell.

"Many things can go wrong
with chasing bang-bang, not the
least of which is getting killed."
In reacting to crises, journalists
often fail to report economic,
social and political subtleties
underlying the battles.
-Then, when budgets are
stretched and ratings are down,
no one is there to cover the continuing problems that lead up to
the next crisis.
"Hqw many of us thought
about what a Shiite though or
felt before the TWA crisis? Now
that that crisis is over, do we
care?" asked Diek.
He admitted that that was the
Middle East, but Auickly added
that there are parallels in Latin
America. There is a struggle for
social reform that cries out for
recognition and resolution.
—"These of us who are so
wealthy should know of such suffering at our doorstep."
Students gave varied reactions to Dick's philosophy. Some
were curious about his experiences, others openly admirable and a few more covertly
critical.
He failed to put to rest
preconceived notions that deem
it unpatriotic to question U.S.,
government policies and mores.
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